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into your adventurous side?
Take a look at UREC.
p. 43: It's back again — Picks
of the Week. See our
piognosticators' panel pick 'em.
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Police investigate peeper
Ashby Crossing
site of latest
reported incident
by Brad Jenkins
news editor
Harrisonburg police are
investigating a peeping torn incident that reportedly happened
at a JMU student's Ashby Crossing apartment early Monday
morning. It could be linked to
similar incidents last year.
A man allegedly entered an
apartment in the 1200 block of
Devon Lane and then entered
one of the bedrooms, Lt. Richard
Sites, HPD spokesman, said.
Ashby Crossing is occupied
mostly by JMU students.

The man reportedly entered
the apartment from an unsecured sliding door, Sites said.
After standing in a female's
bedroom for an undetermined
amount of time, the alleged victim awoke. At that time, the suspect fled through the same sliding door he entered.
Police investigated the scene
and looked for fingerprints.
"[Fingerprinting] is only beneficial if you have a suspect," Sites
said. "The only time it'll lead to
a suspect is if a person has fingerprints on file."
Monday's fingerprinting is
still being tested, Sites said.
Monday's incident resembles
several others that occurred last
year. In those cases, male subjects
allegedly entered college female
bedrooms and stood over the
person as they slept, Sites said.
"They've never assaulted any-

body or touched anybody,"
Sites said.
Each time, the suspect fled
when the victims awoke.
Police have descriptions of
two possible suspects in the case.
One is described as a white male
with a "noticeable stomach,"
Sites said. The other is a white
male who is slim.
Most of the incidents have
occurred at off-campus residences near JMU on Mason
Street, South Main Street, Port
Republic Road and Devon Lane.
Most incidents have also
occurred in the early morning
hours, sometime between midnight and daylight.
Sites said there are "at least
two different individuals, but it
could be more."
"It's been an ongoing investisee INCIDENT page 11

By Brad Jenkins
news editor

REBECCA DOUCHERTY/gnip/ucs editor
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AKL will implement
substance-free rule
be reached for comment.
Kristen Radcliffe, associate
director of student organization
contributing writer
services, said the new policy will
better
living
The national chapter of provide
Alpha
Kappa
Lambda environments and sharply
announced this summer that by decrease liability issues found in
2001, its fraternity houses will the Greek community.
"I think alcohol-free housing
adopt a substance-free policy
that includes alcohol and in terms of liability makes
perfect sense," Radcliffe said.
controlled substances.
At a national convention this
Ninety percent of Greek
summer in Snowmass Village, lawsuits are due to alcohol
Colo., AKL also announced related incidents, she said.
implementation of a zero"It's not a solution to binge
tolerance policy of any alcohol- drinking, it's not a solution to
related incidents in its the quantity of alcohol being
organization starting this month. consumed, and it's not a
Ed
Wilson,
national complete solution to the
president of AKL, stressed the vandalism of housing," Radcliffe
importance of what the said. "People will still go and
fraternity system stands for. drink in other places and then
"We need to get back to our core come back, and there is still
values," he said. "Many potential for problems, but that
fraternities have put their head is the case in any residence hall."
in the sand with their public
AKL is the ninth fraternity
out
of the 65 national fraternities
'^Effective August 1999, AKL
that
has instituted a substancechapters found guilty of an
free
housing
policy, Wilson said.
alcohol-related incident or
AKL
will
be the fifth
whose grade-point average is
fraternity
at
JMU
to Implement:
below the all-fraternity average
will be designated substance- some kind of alcohol phasing,
free. All AKL chapters will process into their organization.
DYLAN BOUCHERLE/p/wto editor
operate substance-free by 2001, Other organizations include
Sigma Pi, FIJI, Sigma Nu, and DUKE DOG DAYS OF LATE SUMMER: (l-r) Freshman basketball
a press release said.
recruits Allison Keener, Hollee Franklin and Katie Hardbarger strike
Jon Judah, president of the Theta Chi.
see ALCOHOL page 11
a pose with Duke Dog at the Freshman FunFest on Aug. 29.
JMU chapter of AKL, couldn't
by Jen Bonds

JMU
still
disputes
city tax
There's still no resolution to a
disagreement between Harrisonburg and JMU about a city
admissions tax despite a phone
conversation Tuesday between
the two sides.
An attorney from the state
Attorney General's office who
represents JMU had a phone conference with the Harrisonburg
city attorney Tuesday to discuss
the dispute.
JMU officials contend the 5
percent tax that took effect Tuesday shouldn't apply to the university because it is a state-run
institution.
City officials disagree, citing
Virginia state codes and other
state universities that apply
admissions taxes to campus
events.
"Can one government agency
tax another?" is the question the
two attorneys were trying to
answer Tuesday, said Charles
King, vice president of administration and finance. "We're a little
surprised we have to pay this
one."
Harrisonburg Mayor Rodney
Eagle said Tuesday's phone call
included discussions about how
the tax relates to complimentary
tickets, such as free JMU football
admission students receive.
"We explained how we
thought they should handle it,"
Eagle said. Eagle was not part of
the meeting, but was briefed on
the meeting by City Manager
Steven Stewart.
In an interview Wednesday,
Stewart said there have been no
conversations between the city
and the university. "Our assumption is they'll do what the law
says," Stewart said.
University and city officials
also disagree about the ordinance's requirement that complimentary tickets be taxed.
"We have a real strong opinion on complimentary tickets,"
King said. "It's our opinion the
students don't pay."
see TAX page 11
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POLICE LOG
by Kaiheryn Lenker
news editor
\ import friefciowing:
Underage Consumption
• Nicole Jachtnmowicz, 18, of
Fairfax, was criminally charged
with underage possession of alcohol at Z-lot on Aug.30 at 1:18 a.m.
• A studsrt was charged judkaalry
with underaged consumption
when an officer found the student
sleeping in the Wilson Hal breazewayon Aug.31 at654ajn.

■m

torown off the bike and on to the
hood of the vehicle. The student
was taken to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital by rescue
squad with injuries.
Property Damage
• An identified person threw a 2"
x 6" x 6* piece of wood through
the east side of the basement
door at the Sigma Pi fraternity
house at 3:17 a-m. on Sept 1.

Trespassing on Railroad
Cars
• A west bound train had to
stop on Aug. 30 at 6:41 p.m.
Dangerous Practices
due to tracks being obstructed
• Two JMU students were judi- by stopped fire apparatus for a
cially charged with dangerous fire alarm on Greek Row.
practices at on Aug. 31 8:31
While the train was stopped,
p.m. They were traveling though masses of people climbed over,
G-lot with a person riding a under, through and between the
skateboard attached to a vehi- stopped railroad cars. The train
cle wHharope.
crew asked assistance from
oempus police to clear people
Grand Larceny
away front the train so that it
• Unidentified individuals could be restarted following toe
allegedly stole 120 CDs from a departure of toe fire apparatus.
room to Shorts HaJI on Aug. 29
While the officer and locomobetween «~10 p.m. The CDs are tive engineer were checking toe
valued at $1,200.
length of toe train, four NtoWuais with bikes were observed
Vehicle Accident
passing through toe toil cere.
• Wmile cfes<ang traffic on Aug. They were all identified es non
29 around 11:35 a.m. at the students ranging in ages .from
intersection of Bluestone and 17 to 31. All were GemetoschafT
Duke Drive, officers noticed an hatf-way house residents. All
old Chevy truck drift through the were warned about being on
intersection.contrary to the campus for no reason.
directions. When the officer
approached the vehicle, he Fire Alarms
observed smoke and fire ema- • A fire alarm was activated at
nating from under the hood. The
vehicle was abandoned and the Blue Ridge Hal at 857 p.m. on
fire department was cafted. The Aug. 29 by two residents smokofficers were able to extinguish ing in the> room
tie fire with dry chemical extin- • A fire alarm was activated at
guishers, prior to the arrival of toe Sigma ChVChi Phi fraternity
house at 5:38 p.m. on Aug. 3&
tf»«redepenroent
• A JMU van, parked by a ©in- The officers initiaJry responding
iog Services staff near Freder* could not reason why toe boiler
ickson HaB, rolled into the exteri- room alarm was aqureina. later.
or waB of a resident's room oh a fnafortanahc© worker reported
Aug. 30 at 5:20 p.m. The resi- seeing smoke come from the bofidents weren't in toe room atthe er room. No flames were found
time. The accident caused but the room was hazy. The
approximately $10,000 damage. maintenance workers determined
The vehicle sustained $1,000 tie haze, appearing to be smoke,
damage. The Office of Resi- was actuaty teaWhg medium from
dence Life had to find the two a tank (m»>llemmaole or comresidents another room, pending bustible). Responding fire apparapermanent repairs.
• Astudent on a bfte was struck Row due to illegally parked cars
when turning right from Port due to move-in.
Repubfc Road on to Bluestone
Drive on Aug. 31 at 6:39 p.m. Number of drunk in public
The student omthe bike was charges since Aug. 27:1

EVENTS
CALENDAR
THURSDAY, SEPT 3

OPINION

• pg. 3 — JMU ranked nationally
by two magazines

• pg. 12 — House editorial: "Presidency should come up Rose's"

• pg. 3 — Alcohol Task Force to
implement new policies

• pg. 13 — Darts and Pats

• pg. 5 — Tommy David Strickler's execution date set for Sept.
16
• pg. 5 — Committee forms to
rename Convo,

• pg. 13 — Column: Manny Rosa
says stop the impeachment process.
• pg. 15 — Column: Honor
Council President Blair Brown
details HonQT.Councilchanges.

'To the press alone, chequered as
it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
—James Madison

FYI

•Fellowship and Praise, 5:30 p.m., Baptist Student Union, Call 4346822.
•The Professional Business Fraternity Council will host a presentation
about JMU's four business fraternities at 7 p.m. in Zane Showker 105.
Call Anne Robbins at 438-8108.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 4
•Scavenger Hunt through Harrisonburg, 7 p.m., Baptist Student
Union, Call 434-6822.
i

_._

• BYOB (Bring Your Own Banana) — free banana splits, 7 p.m., PC.
Dukes.
•JMU Breakdancing Club, 450 p.m., Godwin 137, email Josh at
rosentjl@jmu.edu

SATURDAY, SEPT. 5
•Welcome Back Dance, 9 p.m -1 a.m., Baptist Student Center, Call
434-6821

The Breeze is published Monday and
Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University
and the local Harrisonburg community
Comments and complaints should be
addressed to Courtney A. Crowfey, editor.
MaMnf addrMs:
The Breeze
Gl Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736
E*W ■ddran:
the_ breeze®jmu.edu
BmemN*
http: / /breeze.jmu.edu
S#ctMui photw nuntMfB
Opinion/Style: x3846
News:x6699
Focus: x6729
Sports/Graphics: x6709
Photo: x6749

LOCATION

•Catholic Campus Ministries Hike, 9:30 a.m., CCM House, Call 4347360.
•Pat McGee Concert, 2-5 p.m., UREC Soccer Field. Call x3503.

The Breeze is located in the lower
level of Anthony-Seeger Hall.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 6
•Canterbury Episcopal Campus Ministry Opening Picnic, 5 p.m., Canterbury House, call Sabrina at 801-8808.
•Mass, 11 a.m and 5 p.m, Grafton-Stovall; 9 p.m., CCM House, call
434-7360.

MONDAY, SEPT. 7
•Student Organization Night, 5 -8 p.m., Warren Hall Patio.
•Residence Hall Council applications available, 8 p.m. in all hall
offices.
•Sawhill Gallery exhibit, "Milton Glasser: Communication and Ambiguity" through Oct 4., Call x6407.

TODAY:

Sunny, high SOT, low

56°F.
TUESDAY:

•New Image Gallery exhibit, "Wundercameron Studios: Portraits by
Alyssa C. Salomon" through Oct. 2., Call x6869.
•Pi Sigma Epsilon fall rush info meeting will be held at 7 p.m. in Zane
Showker Gl.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
NEWS

BRE EZE

STYLE
• pg. 17 — Preview of upcoming
School of Theatre and Dance performances.

FOCUS
• pg. 28-29 — Feel like climbing
the walls? New attractions at the
University Recreation Center
enable you to tap into your more
adventerous side.
• CHECK OUT POTW ON PG. 43

Sunny, high 83°F, low

57°F.
WEDNESDAY:

Sunny, high 82°F, low

59°F.
THURSDAY: Partly cloudy, high
82°F,low55°F.
FRIDAY: Partly cloudy, high 84°F,
low 54°F.

CLASSIFIEDS
SPORTS

How to place a classified: Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between 8
a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $250 for the first 10 words,
GRAPHICS
$2 for each additional 10 words;
• pg. 45 — What's your sign? boxed classified, $10 per column
Check out your horoscope
inch.
• pg 47 — Have you missed your
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monfavorite daytime show since day issue, noon Tuesday for ThursMonday because you had class?
day issue.
Jake a look at the Soap Ope/a ,
Classmedsrnustber^din
updates. .,.. . ,', .
[., advance in ThcBteze office.
• pg. 31 — JMU men's and women's soccer previews
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JMU gets high marks in two surveys
For fifth year,
U.S. News says
JMU is best
southern public
institution
by Kate Springer
senior writer
U.S. News and World Report ranked JMU
as the best regional comprehensive public
university in the south for academic
quality for the fifth straight year.
JMU came in third in the Southern
region among all universities, public and
private, behind the University of
Richmond and Rollins College (R).
"[The ranking] is a great reflection on
the quality of our student body and the
quality of our faculty," said Fred Hilton,
director of media relations.
The magazine's Aug. 31 issue surveyed
and ranked the nation's 1,400 four-year
colleges and universities. The magazine
defines a regional university as an
institution that offers undergraduate and
graduate programs, but few doctoral
programs.
The new Student Success Center and
the General Education program were
important factors in JMU's high ranking,
Hilton said.
"I think this year's ranking is significant
because we are in a period of enrollment
growth," he said. "It is rare for a school
who is increasing enrollment to retain this
high ranking."

Five years ago, JMU's total enrollment
was 11,539. This year, 13,714 students are
enrolled at JMU, an increase of about 18
percent.
Roxie Shabazz, director of Admissions,
said she is unsure whether the rankings
will attract more students to JMU.
"These rankings are interesting," she
said. "They are helpful to students and
parents, but the bottom line is what is a
good match for the student."
Shabazz said the Office of Admissions
has been fine tuning its recruitment
procedures recently, but the credit for the
increased enrollment and quality is largely
due to the university itself.
"In general, in the past four years, we've
improved our customer service
philosophy, but what we do in admissions
is a direct reflection on the university," she
said.
In comparison to the two Southern
regional schools that outranked JMU, the
University of Richmond's enrollment is
about 4,500 while Rollins College is about
2,000.
i Universities were ranked in several
categories: academic reputation, graduation and retention rate, faculty
resources, student selectivity, faculty
resources, financial resources and alumni
giving.
JMU ranked in the top 10 in the
following categories: academic reputation
(2nd), graduation/retention rate (2nd),
academic quality (3rd) and student
selectivity (6th), the same as last year.
JMU ranked 21st in the alumni giving
category, 36th in the faculty resources
category and 95th in the financial
resources category. Last year, JMU was
24th in alumni giving, 74th in faculty
resources and 90th in financial resources.

Mother Jones
ranks JMU high
in activism
by Brent Heupel
contributing writer
Student leadership led James Madison
University to a national top-10 ranking of
"activist" schools in a San Francisco magazine.
"It's flattering to be picked out as a
national program. I think the students are
REBECCA UOUGUVXTiI graphics editor
really excited," said Richard Harris, JMU
coordinator of Community-Service
Hilton said he thinks JMU ranks lower Learning. "Students at all levels can make
in the alumni giving, faculty resources and a difference and student leaders have
financial resources categories because JMU made a difference in our community."
is a public school.
In its first appearance on the list, JMU
Even so, he said these lower rankings was ranked seventh in the Mother Jones
aren't a signal to exert more energy in September/October issue. The magazine
these areas.
polled 21 organizations, including
"We are always devoting energy to Amnesty International, Habitat for
those areas and not because they are a Humanity and Peace Corps to determine
category," he said.
its rankings.
Some JMU students said the top
The rankings are based on the polls.
ranking is a benefit to them now and after
Duke University was ranked number
they graduate.
one, followed by Spejlman College,
"I'm really excited that our university is University of Texas, University of
receiving this national recognition/' said Wisconsin, Roxbury Community College,
junior Erin Uyttewaal. "The prestige will College of the Atlantic and then JMU.
definitely help us once we get into the real
Although overseen by Harris, CSL is
world."
run completely by JMU students.
Senior Shannon Coleman said a high
"I think that's why we got [the high
ranking by a national magazine will ranking]," Becky Huber, a senior English
benefit her in the future. "A degree from major who volunteers as a CSL student
here is going to be worth a lot more," she leader, said "The student leaders are the
said. "It will make my degree worth more reason why the program is so successful."
when I get out"
Research indicates students are interested in serving and getting more connected
in the community that they're living in,
Harris said.
Harris said students in CSL gain "real
life, hands-on experience," that will
expand their perspective of the world and
gain them a "chance to leam about themselves."
"I've gotten great friends and a better
awareness of what goes on outside of the
sis on alcohol-related issues this year, said JMU bubble," Huber said.
Hillary Wing, sexual assault and subCSL offers placement and support serstance abuse education counselor.
vices for 1,600 students, 100 agencies and
Providing alternative activities that 40 JMU faculty members, Harris said.
lessen the importance of alcohol to stuAlong with an America Reads program
dents is also being emphasized by the task that tutors elementary school children theforce, Scott said.
center offers a work-study program for
Although Scott wouldn't specifically those who qualify to work in the commucategorize alcohol abuse as a problem at nity.
JMU, he said, "Our problems mirror that
In addition to leading service programs
of other institutions."
and trips, CSL also helps set up special
Two new committees have been creat- projects for other campus clubs and orgaed at JMU as a result of the recommenda- nizations and offers resources for faculty
tions of the state*wide task force.
and students.
The first is a work committee led by
Locally, CSL works with 100 agencies,
Wing that will meet on an on-going basis. including the Big Brother and Sister proThat committee will research JMU's pro- grams, the Society for«the Prevention of
grams and make recommendations in rela- Cruelty to Animals and retirement homes.
tion to substance abuse issues. The com"We try to match the need of the committee includes representatives of resi- munity with the resources of the JMU studence life and Greek life.
dents' willingness to serve," Harris said.
The other committee is an advisory
When they aren't assisting locally, CSL
committee coordinated by Mike Way, members travel during the winter, spring
director of Judicial Affairs. This committee and summer breaks to help others
will meet two to three times a semester and throughout the world with Alternative
is intended to represent a broad spectrum.
Break Service Trips.

Alcohol Task Force adopts a three
strikes, you re out policy for violators
by Brian Westley
staff writer

Alcohol Abuse on Cami
•<«* of riol«ot crlaa on eapH
1f\ of laatueat »*

Following recommendations set forth
by a state task force, JMU's Alcohol Task
Force has adopted a "three strikes and
you're out" policy regarding alcohol violations.
For students involved in three incidences of alcohol abuse, there is a strong
probability that they will be suspended
from the university. "We're really trying to
emphasize this," Scott said. •
"This is an alternative we will use,
depending on the severity of the student's
behavior. It has to be flexible but students
will face this possibility," Robert Scott, vice
president of academic affairs, said.
In some instances, such as violent acts
and assault, students can be suspended
from JMU on the first offense. A student's
suspension is contingent on whether or not
the student is proven guilty, Scott said.
Junior marketing major Renee Kelley
said, "I'm surprised JMU hasn't always
had [the three strikes] policy. Students just
need to be smart about it. I don't think we

ivralTM «lo4

j Anv.@e on
mise on Camrms
REBECCA DOVGHERTV/graphics editor

have as big an alcohol problem [at JMU] as
some other schools I've visited."
But Scott said education is the most
important way JMU will try to curb alcohol abuse.
"Educating students [about the dangers
of alcohol] is important with a focus on
changing student behaviors and increasing
responsibility," said Scott
At an annual freshman program called
"Lefs Party" last Sunday, students performed a series of skits about safety. And
while there are always skits regarding
alcohol abuse, there was an added empha-

see STRIKES page 7

see ACTIVISM page 7
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GIBBONS HALL
MAIN EVENT

MENUS
Sun. Sept 6

X
w

z

3
ri

Mon. Sept 7

Cream of Wheat
Scrambled Eggs
Hash Browned Potatoes
Sausage Patties
Pancakes
Broccoli CaulHlowar Chowdar
Chicken Parmesan
Tomato Herb Sauce
Egg Noodles
Spinach and Corn

Exhibition Salad:
Wrap:
Soup:
v
■Z
HI

2
Z

_L
Salmon
Roast Pork / Gravy
Baked Sweet Potatoes
Bread Stuffing
Green Beans
Cinnamon Apples

Tues. Sept 8

Thurs. Sept 10

Fri. Sept 11

Sat. Sept 12

Casserole
Minnesota Wild Rice Soup
Greek Chicken
Beet, Macaroni, Tomatoes
Brown Rice w/ Vegetables
Corn
Stewed Tomatoes

Casserole
Beef Noodle Soup
Beef Taco
Chicken Noodle
Casserole
Retried Beans
Spanish Rice
Carrots
Sugar Snap Peas

N.E. Clam Chowder
Moroccan Chicken
Baked Catfish / Veg.
Salsa
Cous Cous
Broccoli with Tomatoes
Herbed Yellow Squash

Grits
Scrambled Eggs
Tatar Tots
Chicken Sausage
Pancakes
Garden Vegetable Soup
Meat Lasagna
Brunswick Stew
Egg Noodle
Spinach
Italian Mixed Vegetable

Chicken Creole Gumbo
Chowder
Mexican Turkey Chili
Pie
Broccoli with Peppers
Mixed Herb Squash

Chicken Noodle Soup
Chicken Biscuit Casserole
Salisbury Steak
Mushroom Gravy
Egg Noodles
Spinach
Cauliflower

Chili Rellenos

Zucchini Cakes with Red
Pepper Sour Cream

Orzo w/ Tomatoes and
Cheese

Sean Enchilada

Spinach Noodle
Casserole

Maditerranean Combo Salad
Chicken Ranch Wrap
Fiesta Vegetable Soup

Chefs Salad
Southwestern Wrap
Tangy Three Bean Soup

Oriental Lemon Chicken Salad
Tuna Salad Wrap
Black Bean Soup

Antipasto Salad
Club Wrap
Italian Vegetable Soup

Middle Ester Chicken Salad
Moditenanean Hummus Wrap
Tunisian Tomato Soup .

Thai Green Beans &
Tofu

Roast Turkey / Gravy
Garden Quiche
Mashed Potatoes
Peas
Carrots

Fried Fish
BBQ Ribs
Au Gratin Potatoes
Broccoli
Mixed Vegetables

Cornish Hen
Roast Beef / Gravy
Roasted Potatoes
French Cut Green
Beans
Fried Okra

Scramble Eggs
Scramblad Eggs w/ Ham
Oven Roasted Red Potatoes
Bacon
Sausage Patty
French Toast
Cinnamon Apples

Beef /Bean Burrito
Pork Chops / Apple
Stuffing
Mashed Potatoes / Gravy
Green Beans
Carrots'

Santa Fe Chicken
Pizza
Red Beans Rice
Peas
Corn

Vegetarian Jambalaya

Baked Pinto Bean

Vegetarian Crepe

Vegetarian Dumpling

Mexican Fried Rice

Vegetarian Pasta

,

o
B
Fresh Vegetable Pasta

Wed. Sept 9

need some
STEAKHOUSE
FOUR GREAT MENUS
THAT ROTATE WEEKLY!
A IhsteWSicily
ITALIAN SPECIALTIES
'■::-.

Orient Express
PACIFIC RIM CUISINE

Old Glory
A TASTE OF THE AMERICAS

The French Connection
EXPERIENCE FRANCE!

OPENING SEPT. 7
MONDAY - FRIDAY
5 - 7:30 P.M.
WARREN HALL, 5th FLR
Main Dining Room

GREEN?
JMU Dining Services
has immediate
openings for
student associates.
Starting pay is $5.87
with a variety of
positions and
flexible schedules.

stop

S e©

by
and

G

*W
*nt

^fcovw
JS*ffl»

apply £*»«**
H
$w>s
today!

D*-*£!£
presi
pizza
OPENING SEPT. 7

AVAILABLE
ON CAMPUS!
Delivery area restricted to any
resident or academic hall located on
the main or east campuses of James
Madison University. Delivery to off
campus locations is not available.

NEW CRUST!
Our hand tossed style pizza crust
is complemented by a zesty sauce,
whole cheese blend and your choice
of toppings!

16" Cheese- $9.99
Toppings ~ $1 each
Pepperoni, Sausage, Ham, Chicken,

GET YOUR
1998-99
JMU
REUSABLE

Accessible from the
SOUTH stairway/elevators
No reservations required!
Seating based on availability.

The Fi^ta Room
Accessible from the
NORTH stairway/elevators
Reservations accepted for parties
of three to eigjrt- Table of ten
availobleilor limited seatings.
Make reservations by calling x7555,
Monday - Friday, from 1 - 4 p.m.
Reservations accepted up to two weeks
in advance and require names and
social security numbers.

,3373

MUG!

FREE TO ALL
MEAL PLAN HOLDERS:

AVAILABLE AT LETS GO!,
MRS. GREEN'S, AND IN
GIBBONS HALL, ENT. 2/3 OR
4/5, THROUGH FRIDAY, SEPT.l 1.

tr

* REUSE * RECYCLE!

Hamburger,Green Peppers, Onions,
Red Onion, Tomato, Black Olives,

BREADSTICKS
We now offer breadsticks!
Five breadsticks come to an order
with your choice of marinara sauce
or ranch dressing for dipping.

$2.50 per order
LATE NIGHT!
Mon. - Fri.
8 p.m -1 a.m.
Sun. 4-10 p.m.
METHODS OP
PAYMENT
Cash ~ Flex Dining Dollars ~
Dining Dollars GOLD
Orders can be SPLIT
between TWO accounts!

Banana Peppers, Jalapenos,
Mushrooms, Spinach, and

USING DECLINING
BALANCE

Extra Cheese

When placing an order, you will be
asked for the student identification
number on the front of your JAC.
The order attendant will verify that
funds are available for the debit option
you've selected. When the pizza
arrives, you must bring you JAC ID and
sign for the order. No roommates,
friends, etc. will be allowed to sign for
an order using someone else's account.

CALZONES
Select from two varieties Ham &
Cheese or Pepperoni

Small $5 Large $8.50
S5 MINIMUM ORDER

-

.r
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Express to perfomTiSming
of the Shrew' In Arboretum
The JMU Arboretum amphitheater
will be the site of The Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express' performance of
"The Taming of the Shrew" on Sept 11.
Patrons can bring a picnic and blankets to sit on on the amphitheater's grass
terraces or bring lawn chairs and sit
below the terraces to view the play.
The Arboretum gates open at 4:30
p.m. and the play begins at 530 psix.
Tickets are $5 and are available at the
Warren Hall Box Office or at the gate on
the day of the performance.
Parking for the event is available
along University Boulevard and in the
Convocation Center parking lot
For more
information
about the performance, call
x3194.

In Brief

JMU alumnus honors
founder of Harrisonburg
electronics firm
Warren Braun, founder of a
Harrisonburg electronics firm, was honored with a grant from a former employee to the JMU Physics Department.
The Warren . Braun/SEI New
Horizons in Physics scholarships are a
tribute to Braun, founder and chairman
emeritus of ComSonics Inc.
The donation, which totals more that
$25,000 over four years, comes from
Walter Curt, founder and president of
Shenandoah Electronic Intelligence Inc.,
who described the scholarship as a way
to pay back Braun and the Physics
Department for the start they gave him.
Norm Garrison, dean of the College
of Science and Mathematics, called
Braun's gift "a generous donation by a
good friend of the college, which will
establish a margin of excellence for the
physics students."
For more information about the scholarship, contact Physics Department
Head Bob Cordon at x6109.

More News from the
Summer:
Carrier joins terrorism study
board
JMU President Ronald Carrier was
named in June to a blue-ribbon advisory
board for a national institute that recommends policy for dealing with political
terrorism
Carrier is one of 15 people who will
serve as advisers for the Institute for the
Study of Terrorism and Political
Violence.
The institute analyzes the nature and
growth of terrorism on an international
scale and makes recommendations on
how the country can deal with the problem.
Other members include former U.S.
Attorneys General Griffin Bell and
Edwin Meese III, former State Dept official Richard Armitage and former FBI
Director William Webster.

Arboretum to receive new
nature center

The JMU arboretum announced plans
at the end of May to build a 25,000
square-foot nature center.
see IN BRIEF page 7

'Convo' no more?

New committee to consider renaming
Convocation Center to spark fan interest
by Katheryn Lenker
news editor
In an effort to generate more fan support, a
committee recently formed to collect nominations from students and alumni to consider
renaming the Convocation Center.
The committee is composed of four administrators and five students: athletic department
representatives Dennis Byers and Mary Eiland,
director of alumni relations Geoff Polglase,
director of facilities management Jim
Auckland, seniors Manny Rosa, Thomas
Scala, and Sarah Pleacher, and juniors Scott
Cameron and Katherine Hubbard. Rosa is the
committee chair.
The process began when Rosa wrote a letter
to Athletic Director Donald Lemish that suggested changing the Convo's name to start a
new tradition at JMU.

The committee plans to set tables up at various campus locations such as the commons or
at Midnight Madness as well several Internet
A New Name for the Convo?
WHO: The Committee to Rename the
Convo
WHAT: Currently accepting nominations for new names for the
Convocation Center
WHERE: Mail nominations to: The
Athletics Department c/o The
Committee to Rename the Convo,
MSC 2301
WHEN: Now through Nov. 19
sites to publicize the solicitation of nominations, Rosa said.
The committee will accept nominations
until Nov. 19, at which time it will select the
best nomination.

The name will then be recommended to
Lemish.
The JMU Board of Visitors must approve
the new name before the Convocation Center
can be renamed.
"[All campus buildings] are named by the
Board of Visitors," said Fred Hilton, director of
media relations. "They can take recommendations, but it is their final decision."
Polglase said alumni will be targeted for
their nominations through a variety of methods,
including the alumni webpage and tables at
events during Homecoming Weekend.
Polglase said he can't estimate the number
of responses expected, but said the quality of
the nominations were more important than the
quantity.
Nominations can be submitted to the committee by mailing them to the JMU Athletics
Department c/o The Committee to Rename the
Convo, MSC 2301.

UMWAY MANN/auMftMf photo editor

Fast Friends

Freshmen Ikenberry Hall residents Karen Jensen, Heather Cool and Suzanne Schoenefeld all hang out at the First Year Fun
.Fest held Saturday at Godwin Field. The event is held annually to Introduce new students to JMU.

Execution set for man convicted
of killing JMU student in 1990
by Katheryn Lenker
news editor
A man convicted of the capital murder of a
JMU student in 1990 has exhaurted his state
appeals and will be executed on Sept. 16 barring intervention by the U.S. Supreme Court
or Gov. Jim Gilmore.
Tommy David Strickler, 32, of New
Market, was convicted on June 21,1990, of the
capital murder, abduction and robbery of JMU
sophomore LeAnn Whitlock.
Whitlock was abducted from the Valley
Mall where she'd gone to pick up her
boyfriend from work. She was taken to a field
five miles north of Waynesboro in Augusta
County, where she was killed with several
blows from a 69-pound rock.
In June, the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals unanimously overturned a U.S.

District Court ruling to retry Strickler. Barbara
Hartung, Strickler's attorney, said she plans to
appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, according to
the July 25 issue of the Daily News-Record.
When an emergency application for a stay
of execution is received by the Supreme Court,
the application goes to the Circuit Justice, in
Stickler's case, that would be Justice
Rehnquist.
After receiving the request for stay of execution, there are several options: Rehnquist can
grant the application to stay the execution, he
can deny die application to stay the execution,
he can postpone his decison to have more time
to look at the application, or he can refer it to
the,whole court, according to the public information office of the Supreme Court.
If Rehnquist denies Strickler's request for a
stay of execution, Strickler can then apply to
other members of the court. Though the court
doesn't begin its session until Oct. S, all the

justices maintain contact with their office and a
vote could be taken, the public information
office said.
John Reed, assistant commonwealth's
attorney for Augusta County where the trial
was held, said he doesn't expect Gov. Gilmore
to stay the execution, nor does he expect the
Supreme Court to hear the appeal.
Strickler has been held on death row at
Mecklenburg Correctional Center until recently when all death row inmates were moved to
Sussex 1 State Prison. He'll remain there until
Sept. 12, when he'll be taken to Greenville
Correctional Center in Jarrett to await execution, Larry Traylor, department of corrections
spokesperson, said.
An Augusta County jury recommended the
death penalty for Whitlock's murder. It recommended life sentences for the abduction and
robbery convictions, according to the July 5,
1990 issue of the Breeze.
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The Road to Student Success
Want to make
the most of your
college career?

Looking for one
stop convenience
and impeccable
service.'

l^^U^gC^^has what you
willn!ed to succeed in your classes choose
Tmajor with a career in mind and de .op
your leadership and c.t.zensh.p skills.

Most of your financial needs will be
housed in the Warren Services Center.
Most of your academic needs will be
housed in the Wilson Learning Center.
i

Want more •
access to your
. student
information?

Computer kiosks in Warren will eventually
' enable you to check your class schedule,
change your address, register for classes,
identify holds on your account, and pay bills.

It's a ho ii I options.

it's ahoui convenience.
It's about better service.
It's about good advice.
It's about learning.

It's about time!
The last week of September, several offices will relocate to complete the next phase of the
Student Success Centers:
Warren Service Center
Warren 5th floor: the Registration Center
Warren 4th floor: Mezzanine Lounge and International Student Services
Warren 3rd floor: JACard Services, the Cashier's Office, the Box Office, and
University Information

r

Wilson Learning Center
Wilson 1st floor: Disability Services, the Honor Council Offices, and the student staff of
CS-L and LEAD will move to Wilson at the end of September
Wilson 2nd floor: the Center for Leadership, Service, and Transitions (formerly the
Madison Leadership Center) and the Student Success Office
Wilson 3rd floor: the Center for Academic Advising and Career Development
Wilson 4th floor: the Reading and Writing Lab and Supplemental Instruction Center
'-..:..

. .

■ .,'C '
■

•

• .

I
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Diana remembered
Britain marks anniversary of princess' death quietly
LONDON — Britain marked the anniversary of the death of Diana, Princess of Wales,
on Monday with prayers and flowers in a lowkey remembrance of the world's most famous
woman who died a year ago Monday.
Church services were held across the country, people gathered at places linked to Princess
Diana to lay flowers, while the royal family
attended a short church service in her memory.
In a mark of respect, Buckingham Palace
broke with tradition and flew the Union flag at
half mast even though the queen was herself at
Balmoral, her official residence in Scotland.
There was criticism that this was not done
in the days after Diana's death, because of the
tradition that no flag flies above Buckingham
Palace when the queen is not there.
The queen later decided that in future the
Union flag would be used at the Palace in her
absence, and that it could be lowered.
On Monday, as a year ago, the queen,
Prince of Wales, Prince William and Prince
Harry were at Balmoral with other members of
the royal family.
They were joined by British Prime Minister
Tony Blair and his wife, Cherie, for the short
journey to a church on the royal estate where
private prayers were said.
Outside the gates to Balmoral nearly a
dozen bunches of flowers had been placed by

well-wishers expressing their condolonces.
One of the messages read: "In loving memory of our Queen of Hearts — sadly missed."
By the time of her death. Princess Diana
had been all but excluded from the royal family
who disapproved of her independent life style
and liasion with Dodi Fayed, her companion at
the time who also died in the fatal Paris car
crash.
However, she remained popular among
many ordinary people who viewed her as a victim of an unfeeling and austere royal institution
and philandering husband.
Diana's brother, Earl Spencer, who memorably launched a scathing attack on the royal
family at his sister's funeral was marking the
anniversary of her death with a private service
overlooking the lake where Diana is buried on
a small island.
Members of the Spencer family and estate
workers at Althorp, in central England, were
joining in the service near the memorial to the
princess.
In London, people at the famous Harrods
store in Knightsbridge could see the shrine set
up by Mohamed al-Fayed in memory of the
Princess and his only son, Dodi, a playboy who
struck up a relationship with Diana last summer.
The 8-foot-high high bronze memorial, was

COMMUNITY SERVICE
WHAT: Alternative spring
break informational meeting
WHERE: Center for Service
Learning
WHEN: Sept. 14 at 9 p.m.
CONTACT: Center
for
Service Learning, x6366
for the needy, to helping elementary school
children to deal with serious social issues. The
center has traveled to towns where segregation
was a social problem, Huber said.
"You cross the tracks into a different society," Huber said. "It's amazing when an eight
year old says that [he faces the problem J of
people smoking up."
Although the work experience offers students great satisfaction, they sometimes leave a
trip with a feeling of restlessness.
"It showed us our own limitations; we all
wanted to do more," Huber said.

In brief

continued from page 5
The $3 million center will be built of stone
and glass on the north-facing slope south of
the pond. It will overlook the gardens below.
Completion of the project is dependent on
funding, which will come from private
sources.
.
..i..
^
The two-story nature center will blend with
the existing landscape for a natural appearance. Of the center's planned 25,000
square feet, 14,000 will be on the top story
and 11,000 on the bottom,
t The space will be devoted to a lecture hall
that overlooks the gardens, a greenhouse, a
herbarium, a multipurpose room for temporary exhibitions and receptions, a small
administrative office, a nature shop and
public restrooms.
*

the day.
On Sunday night Prince William and
Prince Harry thanked the nation for sharing
in their grief over their mother's death.
The young princes have asked for privacy
so they can be alone with their thoughts.
"The Queen and the Royal Family, panicularly the Prince of Wales, Prince William
and Prince Harry, would like to thank people .
for their messages and kind gestures of sympathy at this sad time and for sharing their
remembrance of the Princess of Wales," the
queen's spokeswoman said in a statement.
Many messages of sympathy have been
received in Britain, some on the royal website, through the Internet.

continued from page 3

continued from page 3
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Diana, Princess of Wales

Strikes

Activism
The center has organized 15 trips, traveling
as far as Uganda, Mexico and Puerto Rico for
alternative break trips.
When planning a trip, the students choose a
social issue they want to work to improve and
then use the center's resources to locate an area
in which that issue is present, Huber said.
A contact is made in that area, and the students are taught skills needed for their trip. For
almost a week, students are taught as much as
possible about the culture and people of the
town where they are traveling, Huber said.
The trips are funded with money from
JMU, Habitat for Humanity and fund raising.
Students who go on the trips also pay part of
the expenses.
There are multiple trips offered during
each break and students can choose the trip that
interests them the most. Senior English major
Sheena Mendenhall said. Although it's difficult to decide, each trip is a "unique growing
experience," Mendenhall said.
Trip services range from building homes

put up in one of the shop windows overnight.
Two bronze framed photographs of Diana
and Dodi, encrusted with seagulls and other
birds, are mounted on a plinth above a slowly
trickling waterfall surrounded by foliage and
four everlasting candles.
It had been expected that al-Fayed would
unveil the scuplture Monday but his
spokesman, Laurie Mayer, said: "We decided
simply to set the shrine up overnight rather
than have it unveiled because we didn't want
accusations of trying to compete with other
memorials. The shrine symbolizes Diana and
Dodi's last holiday together, when they were
both very happy."
A short distance away, up to 100 people
maintained an all-night candlelit vigil outside
the gates of Kensington Palace, where Diana
lived in London.
The groUp arrived with candles just as the
gates of the palace gardens were closing for the
evening, but police in charge of the royal park
near the home relented and reopened the gates
after pleas from a crowd of around 30 peopie.
Shortly after midnight Sunday, the crowd
had swelled to around 100 as safety floodlights were lit. '
Many of the candles were placed among
the floral bouquets and messages left during

Second CISAT building being
constructed by Nielsen
Nielsen Construction Co. of Harrisonburg
wil build the second academic building on the
College of Integrated Science and Technology.
The company bid $21.7 million for the
188,000-square-foot building.
The second CISAT academic building will
contain four floors, and wiH be twice the size of
the first academic building. It will connect to the
back of the first building.
The new bidding wil be home to the departments of cornmunicatjon sciences and disorders, health sciences, nursing and social work
It wil also house the Center for Geographic
Information Science.

It will enable the entire JMU community to
address the alcohol problem, Scott said.
"The advisory committee is the idea generators. They will be checking the perceptions
and pulse of the campus," Scott said. "Both
commttees will work very closely with one
another."
The advisory committee will include representatives from various aspects of JMU including public safety, the university recreation center, SGA, RHA, faculty senate, Panhellenic,
Inter-Fraternity Council and the University
Program Board.
In addition to these efforts, the Office of
Sexual Assualt Education changed its name to
the Office of Sexual Assault and Substance
Abuse Prevention because of a strong correlation between sexual assault and alcohol. Wing
said.
The changes and recommendations mark
an on-going evaluation of recommendations
made in June by a state-wide alcohol task force
established by the attorney general.
JMU is one of many Virginia colleges and
universities taking steps to curb alcohol abuse
problems.
A state-wide alcohol task force convened
last fall to study the problems of alcohol abuse
on campus by then-Attorney General Richard
Cullen. In March, Attorney General Mark
Earley asked the task force to study the problem on Virginia's college campuses and challenged them to make recommendations to curb
alcohol abuse.
In June, the task force completed its list of
recommendations.
"Reaction [to the task force's recommendations] has been very positive [from Virginia's
colleges4nd universities]," said Kevin Hoeft,
spokesman for the attorney general's alcohol
task force. 'The attorney general has been on a
tour of colleges, speaking on the issues of
binge and illegal drinking. He is emphasizing
that last fall there were five [alcohol related]

dealhs [in Virginia]. We don't want a repeat."
At JMU, Executive Vice President
Linwood Rose appointed a task force to study
alcohol-related problems.
'The task force at JMU wont hand-in-hand
with the state task force," Scott said.
The JMU task force set out to look at what
JMU is doing as an institution tocurb alcohol
abuse, Scott said.
"The task force involved the counseling
center, health center, the faculty and the community [including Harrisonburg Chief of Police
Donald Harper]," Scott said.
Educating students is the primary way to
deal with alcohol abuse at JMU, Scott said.
"JMU has a long history of educating students
[about alcohol abuse]. We bring students into
the judicial system on their first offense."
Earley has spoken to students at Virginia
Tech, Virginia Commonwealth University and
Old Dominion University, Hoeft said.
Hoeft said Virginia Tech has implemented
a two strikes and you're out policy to curb alcohol abuse.
U.Va. has put birthdates on college IDs for
the first time and is restricting where alcohol
can be consumed at tailgate parties this fall.
Radford is asking incoming freshman to allow
parental notification if they are caught violating
the alcohol policy.
JMU's three strikes policy isn't as drastic as
Virginia Tech's and the attorney general won't
be speaking to JMU students this fall, but Scott
defended JMU's approach to the task force's
recommendations.
"It is important for each institution to
approach [the task force recommendations] as
it sees fit," Scott said. JMU will continue to
emphasize educating students and will provide
a heightened awareness of the dangers of alcohol, Scott said.
Tom Miller, JMU substance abuse counselor said/'We're right in line with what everyone else is doing."
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you are invited to sing in
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Auditions will be held Tuesday-Thursday,
SeT8-10
from 4-6 p.m. at the church.
P
501 S. Main Street.

THESE TITLES AND MANY MORE ARE
ON SALE NOW AT PLANS!

For more information contact:
David Williams, Minister of Music
at 433-2456 or 434-3997
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WE HAVE AN EXTENSIVE SELECTION OF NEW & USED MUSIC!

Join a co-ed soccer team for a fun-filled event!

* * FAST SPECIAL ORDER SERVICE! * *

Five teams representing Africa, Asia, Europe,
North America, and South America and
composed of international and American students
will compete for JMU's own WORLD CUP!
Anyone can participate!
Join your continent's team and defend its honor
on Saturday, September 26 from 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
/

Don't miss >jour chance to viin the WOfU-D C\X?\

In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999

www.plan9mu8ic.com

—

To join a team or for
more information, contact:
Cheryl Tobler, Assistant Director
Office of International Education
toblerca@jmu.edu
568-6273
Hillcrest House, 2nd floor

|MU International Week: September 18-26
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International

Clinton, Yeltsin complete summit,
pledge to pull Russia out of crisis
by Gretchen Cook
AFP news service
MOSCOW — President Clinton and
Russian President Boris Yeltsin vowed
Tuesday to pull Russia out of its economic
crisis, but the pledges of U.S. support and
Russian reforms came amid chaotic
uncertainty about Moscow's political
future.
Arriving under drizzling skies and
during rising financial panic, Clinton was
greeted by acting prime minister Viktor
Chernomyrdin,
whose
rejected
nomination by the opposition-dominated
Duma Monday set the stage for the crisisridden summit.
Yeltsin men ushered Clinton into their
first round of talks, offering his guest an
antique American flag as "a symbol of our
friendship" and a round of Russian bread.
Clinton squeezed the loaf and watched
it rise back again, remarking "Amazing!
Kind of like you," in reference to his host's
legendary resiliance. But Yeltsin stumbled
through their brief photo-opportunity,
appearing confused and ailing despite
heavy make-up.
During their 90-minute talks, Yeltsin
assured Clinton that Russia will stay the
course of economic reform but could
temporarily reimpose state controls on the
economy to overcome the current political
turmoil.

Clinton in return promised U.S. and
western support for continued
international loans but insisted on four
concrete steps to win that backing: a better
banking system, more effective tax
collection, anti-inflationary steps and
confidence-building measures for trade
and investment, U.S. officials said.
"America will stand with you," Clinton
said later at the Moscow Institute of
International Relations. "But we can't
ignore the rules of the game."
Clinton softened his "tough-love"
economic message with a vote of
confidence for Russia, which he predicted
will "take off like a rocket" once it
weathers the current storm.
And for the market back home which
plunged Monday, Clinton said the
fundamentals of the US economy were
strong and international efforts to stave off
crises in Asia and Russia were vital to the
global financial health.
But as Russia's economy unspooled,
Clinton had little to offer but his
conditional backing for loans from the
International Monetary Fund, which will
suspend its $4.3 billion September
disbursement if Yeltsin bows to the
increasingly powerful Communist drive to
roll back reforms.
The Kremlin said Yeltsin did not even
broach the subejet of U.S. bilateral aid.
And while American officials here
expressed satisfaction with Yeltsin's

reform commitments, Deputy Secretary of
State Strobe Talbott acknowledge they
were undermined by the "dynamic and
uncertain" political situation.
Yeltsin renominated Chernomyrdin as
prime minister after the Duma, the lower
house cf parliament, rejected him Monday.
But influential parliament speaker
Gennady Seleznyov said Tuesday he had
"no chance" of confirmation in the second
hearing set for next Monday.
Instead, the White House touted
concrete agreements on arms control.
Wednesday, the two leaders signed pacts
on exchanging information on anti-missile
alert systems and reducing by 50 tons
apiece their stocks of military plutonium.
Clinton had initially conditioned the
delayed summit on the Duma's ratification
of the START II treaty, but that prospect
was further dimmed by Russia's
opposition to the U.S. strikes last month
against terrorist sites in Afghanistan and
Sudan.
The two leaders also discussed their
differences on how to stop the fighting in
Kosovo and the sanctions regime against
Iraq.
Clinton had considered scrapping this
visit at the last minute, but said he decided
those pressing issues needed urgent
attention.
The White House was feared walking
into a fianancial fiasco and comparisons
between the crippled Yeltsin and Clinton,

COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE

Boris Yeltsin
who is facing a possible impeachment
inquiry in connection with his sexual
relationship with former White House
intern Monica Lewinsky.
Talbott, however, described the 67-yearold Russian president as "vigorous, very
much engaged and very much on top" of
the crisis.
The Clinton-Yeltsin summit is the
fourth summit in five years for the two
leaders and their first in 18 months.

Washington

National

Judge may hold Clinton
in contempt ofcourt

Researchers say feminine
features more attractive
than masculine looks

WASHINGTON — The federal judge who presided over
the Paula Jones sexual harassment lawsuit Tuesday raised
the prospect that she may hold President Clinton in
contempt of court because of apparently misleading answers
he gave about his relationship with Monica S. Lewinsky
during a deposition in the Jones case.
U.S. District Judge Susan Webber Wright, in a ruling
released in Little Rock, Ark.., said she had "concerns" that
Clinton may have deceived her in light of his nationally
televised acknowledgment last month that he had an
inappropriate relationship with Lewinsky. In his Jan. 17
Jones deposition, Clinton denied having had "sexual
relations" or an "extramarital affair" with the former White
House intern, and professed not to remember whether he
had ever been alone with her.
Wright did not expand on her cryptic reference, buried in
a footnote of her ruling, to the possibility that she could hold
Clinton in contempt, nor did she say how or when this
possibility might be explored. At a minimum, some legal
experts suggested, the reference might be meant to signal
her ire at having been misled in a deposition she supervised.
The order she handed down Tuesday was in response to
requests from news organizations and from Jones that
Wright reverse her earlier decision keeping most of the
testimony in the case under seal. Wright agreed to make
public nearly in their entirety transcripts of depositions by
Jones, Clinton and Arkansas trooper Danny Ferguson, but
rejecting requests that other depositions or the videotape of
Clinton's testimony be released from her gag order.
■ — from wire reports

LINDSAY MXNN/asst. photo editor

Strike or spare?
Jill Mayclim participates in human bowling at
First Year Fun Fest Saturday. The freshman
event, sponsored by Start, featured food,
games and music at Godwin Held.

CHICAGO — When it comes to attractiveness,
feminine is best, a new study suggests.
Researchers at St. Andrews University in Scotland and
Otemon-Cakuin University in Japan digitized the faces of
Asian and Caucasian students of both genders, carefully
analyzing each face to determine the average size of its
dimensions and features.
The researchers then manipulated the computerized
images to produce versions that were more feminine,
masculine and gender-neutral.
More than 90 people in Japan and Scotland were asked
to choose the most attractive face from sets that included
an average face and its masculine and feminine versions.
Both men and women chose the feminized versions of
each face, researchers said.
The effect was even stronger when subjects were asked
to evaluate faces from their own ethnic group.
The study's findings contradict earlier predictions
made by evolutionary psychologists, who have said
masculine, not feminine, features are perceived as being
more attractive in men because stronger features are an
outward sign of strength.
Researchers said the recent study instead suggests that
masculine features among men may be deemed less
attractive because they are associated with undesirable
traits, such as aggression and dishonesty.
• • • •
• — from wire reports
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ANYONE INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR THE OPINION
SECTION FOR THE '98-99 VEAR:
We will be having a meeting on Monday, September 7 at 2*0 p.m. in ine
basement of Anthony Seeger Hall. Any questions, please call Keuy at
x3846
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If so, come
to the meeting today at
4:00 p.m. in
the basement of
AnthonySeeger Hall.
For more
information,
call Seth or
Mike at
x6709.
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OVER ONE MILLION
OFTHEBEST
MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM
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TIAA-CREF.
When it comes to planning a comfortable future, America's best and

world (based on assets under management).
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you

brightest turn to the expert: TIAA-CREF.
With over $230 billion in assets under
management, we're the world's largest

achieve even more of your financial goals.

retirement system, the nation's leader in
customer satisfaction,0 and the overwhelming choice of people in education, research,

and choice you need, backed by a proven

and related fields.

personal service.

Expertise You Can Count On

From tax-deferred annuities and IRAs to
mutual funds, you'll find the flexibility
history of performance, remarkably low
expenses, and peerless commitment to

Find Out For Yourself

For 80 years, TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent solutions to America's long-

To learn more about the world's premier retirement organization, talk to one

term planning needs. We pioneered the
portable pension, invented the variable
annuity, and popularized the very concept
of stock investing for retirement. In fact",
we manage the largest stock account in the

of our retirement planning experts at
1 800 842-2776. Or better still, speak to
one of your colleagues. Find out why,
when it comes to planning for tomorrow,
great minds jthink alike.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape i t.
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Tax

continued from page 1

But the city tax ordinance
includes taxing complimentary
tickets if others pay to attend.
Krista Perez, a spokeswoman
in the Attorney General's office
said the office is making no further comment about the case
until it is resolved.
She wouldn't confirm or
deny the Tuesday phone call,
but indicated no resolution has
been reached.
Perez said she doesn't expect
the ruling to come this week.
"The attorney here represents JMU in this case," she
said. "He said we couldn't elaborate on it."
Earl Thumma, the city's
attorney, didn't return repeated
phone calls to his office
Tuesday and Wednesday.

The city maintains the tax get some advice from the
If the Attorney General's
applies to campus events as Attorney General's office," office says the tax applies to
well, including sporting events, said Fred Hilton, director of JMU events, students will have
to pay it when they attend cammovies, lectures and any other media relations.
Students attending on-cam- pus events, King said.
event where a business gets paid
Hosaflook said
for their services.
^^_________^^^^^___^____^^^_^^^
^^^~~"™
the
city expects
The city admis(i
JMU to pay the
sions tax is charged
fa fafe n0int W€ 're n0f
tax when it's due
to tickets bought at
*
Sept. 20.
King, meanet some
while, said he is
"wholly cha
hopeful JMU will
ble," said
t.
.*-■
« •
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get
a
"quick
response."
c
Jeff
Cupps,
missioner of the
Fred Hilton
associate
athletic
revenue.
director of media relations
director at Virginia
JMU hasn't
implemented a plan for collect- pus events don't have to pay Commonwealth University, said
ing the tax yet because of the the tax that went into effect the outcome of the discussions
Tuesday because the Attorney here could impact policy at the
current deliberations.
"At this point, we're not General's office hasn't made a .Richmond school where students pay a 6 percent admischanging anything until we can ruling yet, Hilton said.'

IvenlThat Y» not changing anything until we can
fine 8
advice from the Attorney
Hamburg ° ^. General's office.
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sions tax at some athletic events.

"I hope JMU does well
with this because it can only
be positive for us," Cupps
said. "Everybody does have
concerns about having to pay
that tax."
VCU students have paid the
tax for at least 10 years, Cupps
said.
This isn't the first time JMU
has disputed a city tax.
Harrisonburg approached university officials last year to
gauge their willingness to
apply the then 4 percent meals
tax to on campus dining facilities, King said.
At that time, the Attorney
General's office said the Virginia
Code exempted state institutions from meals taxes.

Alcohol
continued from page 1

Keith Fletcher, president of
Sigma Nu, said he supports
AKL's decision to go substance
free.
"I feel that this will
definitely promote a positive
Greek image," Fletcher said.
"We are striving to promote the
image
of
brotherhood,
scholarship, and service."
The grand chapter of Sigma
Nu passed a resolution in 1996
to eliminate alcohol in housing.
The 1998 Substance Free
Housing
Initiative
will
reevaluate the amendment if 75
percent of all registered
fraternities adopt an alcoholfree housing policy.
"We are currently following
an alcohol phasing program
that makes the halls themselves
substance free," Mike Murray,
Sigma Nu treasurer said.
The program still allows
events where alcohol is
involved in the house, as long
as it is not in the actual
residence areas.
Bill Candee, president of
Kappa Sigma said he agrees
with Fletcher. "It is a positive
idea, but being part of a social

organization, it really depends
on what the fraternity stands
for," he said.
The JMU policy banning
kegs last semester was not new
to Kappa Sigma, as the national
fraternity policy already
banned kegs. "If the JMU
policy stated that all fraternities
had to operate on a substance
free basis, we would gladly
accept it."
Fraternity and campus
officials said they think that the
implementation
of
the
substance-free housing policies
wouldn't affect the rush
process in an unfavorable way.
Radcliffe said, "I can only
speak favorably for the results
of alcohol free housing. The
groups that have been alcohol
free in their houses have seen
substantial growth in their
memberships, which is great."
Wilson said fraternities are
now recruiting for the wrong
reasons and the stricter policies
will remedy that.
"There's much more a
fraternity offers to an
individual. I think we need to
return to that."

Incident

continued from page 1

gation," Sites said. "It'll happen a few nights, then it'll
stop. Now it seems to be flaring up again."
Sites said students living in
off-campus housing should be

additionally cautious. "A lot of
students leave the door open so
roommates can get in at night,"
he said. "People should take
some precautions and lock their
doors at night."

STALKING INCIDENT
• A peeping torn incident that reportedly happened Monday morning in Ashby Crossing is being investigated by the Harrisonburg
Police Department
• Police have descriptions of two possible suspects in the case.
One is described as a white male with a "noticeable stomach." The
other is a slim male who is white.
• If you have any information, call HPD at 434-2545.
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Presidency should come up Rose's
The Presidential Search Committee,
which conducted an extensive fivemonth hunt for JMU's next president,
concluded its quest abruptly on Aug. 26 by
presenting to the JMU Board of Visitors
JMU Executive Vice President Linwood
Rose as its choice to become this institution's fifth president.
While it is no surprise that Dr. Rose is
the man that floated to the top of
the list of candidates, it is surprising that some Board members are
reacting negatively.
Charles Cunningham, a Board
member and JMU graduate who
was not present at the Aug. 26
meeting, said he thinks the
process is being rushed to deny
the Board the time to discuss or
deliberate, according to the Aug.
28 Daily News-Record.
"The short notice was wrong, but it's
even more wrong to present people to the
Board with one or two names and say
'Take it or leave it/ " Mr. Cunningham
said. "Whafs wrong with talking about it
rather than just deciding [immediately]?"
But the question we pose is this: Why
deliberate on a question you already know
the correct answer to?
It is not a forgone conclusion that Dr.
Rose will become the next president, as the
Board can do whatever it pleases.
However, it should be. Not making Dr.
Rose our leader would be insipient. It was

no secret in March when JMU President
Ronald Carrier announced his intentions to
retire that Dr. Rose would be on the short
list of final candidates.
There should not be any controversy
here because Dr. Rose is eminently qualified for job.
Dr. Rose has been at JMU since 1975,
and knows this place inside and out.

en's college to a recognized and respected
regional university. Who knows what is
next for us — will we become known as a
nationally-recognized university?
We do not know this, but we will guess
that Dr. Rose has been thinking about this
subject and many others for a long time
now.
Dr. Rose is more than capable of providing this type of business leadership after years of lobbying in
Richmond on JMU's behalf — he
knows the ins and outs of gaining
funding from the General
Assembly.
However, he is more than a
capable CEO — this is an institution of higher learning no matter
how much of a business we
become, and we are confident he
knows this.
Dr. Rose took time off from JMU
in 1981 to complete his his doctoral degree,
and was the deputy secretary of education
for the state in 1985.
There is no question that Dr. Rose
should be our next leader. It is our only
hope that Mr. Cunningham and the Board
see this before they make a serious error in
judgment.

There is no question that Dr. Rose
should be our next leader. It is our
hope that Mr. Cunningham and the
Board see this before they make a
serious error in judgment."
Before becoming the executive vice president and chief operating officer in May
1995, Dr. Rose held a variety of positions
including vice president for administration
and finance, executive assistant to the president and the director of residence halls.
Additionally, he served as acting president
last fall in Dr. Carrier's absence and did a
commendable job.
JMU has become a big business, and we
need a smooth-talking, CEO-type to guide
us into the 21 st century.
,
JMU's image is constantly evolving.
We've metamorphosed from a wom-

The house editorial reflects the opinion
of the editorial board which consists of
the editor, managing editor and the
opinion editor.

Should Linwood Rose be the next JMU president? Why or why not?

aivipus t
SPOTLIGHT

"Considering there
was zero interaction
with students and
faculty on the
decision, Linwood
Rose is the only
choice."

K risten Shrewsbury
junior, international affairs

"Thumbs up. Yes,
obviously if he's been
working at JMU for
over 20 years, then
he knows a thing or
two about running
the place."

Nick Langridge
senior, history

"Yes, I think
Linwood Rose is
very prepared for
this position and is
committed to the
overall interests of
the students."

Ivan Wanat
senior, finance

"1 feel he'll do fine.l
don't know how
good Uncle Linwood
sounds, but I don't
think it matters that
much."

Cameron Stoddart
junior, international affairs
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OP/ED

Let's put this talk of impeachment to bed
^r^^ _!
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Being that nearly every newspaper in America has
written a column regarding the recent events surrounding the White House, I'd be remiss if I didn't
try my hand at the Monica Lewinsky thing. So here goes.

First, let me prequalify this piece by saying I'm not a
staunch Clinton supporter. In fact, I don't Iike.the.guy.
Hell, I don't even respect him. Bill Clinton is a perjurer and
a liar (in the greatest sense of the word), an adulterer and
possibly an obstructor of justice. I offer no defense for the
man on these counts.
Yes, he has dragged the office of the presidency to
depths even Richard Nixon couldn't imagine. Yes, he will
be ranked by historians as among the lower third of men
to serve as Leader of the Free World. Yes, he's disgraced
the nation and, perhaps more importantly, his family,
worse than any other President.
In case you haven't gotten my drift yet, I am not
defending Bill Clinton's actions. However, I'm about to
state my case as to why Mr. Clinton should not be
impeached, which seems to be the new buzz around
Washington now that the Lewinsky matter is old news.
Lef s first take a look at the ringmaster of this circus,
Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr. Mr. Starr, easily the
first person to prepare for the elections in 2000, has been
chasing after the president for more than four years now.
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But do you recall
how his investigation
began?*» we
If you're
like most people, you don't. Don't feel uninformed,
though, if s hard to keep track of an investigation that has
changed course more times than George Steinbrenner has
changed managers.
It all began back in August 1994, when Attorney
General Janet Reno assigned Mr. Starr to take over the
Whitewater investigation. The purpose of the investigation
was to determine the Clintons' involvement in the failed
Whitewater real estate venture from 1978 on.
Stonewalled there, Mr. Starr moved onto investigating
the suicide of White House Aide Vincent Foster in 1995.
Again, Mr. Starr found no connection between Foster's
death and the Clintons.
Next up was Bill Clinton's 1990 reelection campaign for
Governor of Arkansas. Here Mr. Starr was to determine if
two Arkansas bankers had illegally .funneled money to Mr.
Clinton's campaign. Again, he found nothing. Is this starting to sound like a witch hunt to anyone besides me?
There's more.
Mr. Starr then dove into "Travelgate" to determine if
the Clintons had any improper involvement in the firing of
several White House travel office aides. Mr. Starr followed
with •"Filegate." He tried to determine if Clinton played a
role in improperly obtaining FBI files of Reagan and Bush
administration employees. Again, Mr. Starr could find
nothing.
It was about this time that Mr. Starr was ready to give
up. HoWever, in February 1997, it was leaked to the press
that Mr. Starr planned to become the dean Of Pepperdine
University's law school. What an ironic thought that is —
Ken Starr instilling the values of law to the future attorneys of the world. Ridiculed by the press and pressured by
his supporters, Mr. Starr changed his mind and stayed on.
Let me stop this recap for a second and ask this ques-

DARTS
PATS
Dart,.,
A "we're-already-unemployed" dart to those who
relocated the Student Employment Office offcampus.
Sent in by confused students who are put-out by
the new unwelcome and far-flung location.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-all-the-hard-work" pat to the Alpha
Sigma Alpha sorority rush chairs.
Sent in by grateful sorority sisters who appreciate
everything you 've done to prepare for rush.

Darts & Pats are submitted
anonymously and printed on a
space-available basis.
Submissions are based upon one
person's opinion of a given
situation, person or event and do
not necessarily reflect the truth.

Dart...
A "watch-where-your-big-feet-are-going" dart to
to the rude male student who squashed my foot
standing in line outside D-hall Monday night and
then laughed instead of apologizing.
Sent in by a student whose sandals now have a
permanent foot mold embedded in them.
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tion:
Does anyone
else see-something
fundamentally
wrong with this investigation? Does it seem just that one
man be given this carte blanche to investigate, oh, lef s see
here, the last 20 years of the President's public and private
life in an attempt to smear him in the public's eyes?
I'm not pre-law, but I think that if all these investigations were really necessary, the investigations should've
been conducted separately from each other. In other
words, if Mr. Starr was assigned to investigate
Whitewater, what is he doing investigating the Lewinsky
matter? In what way are the two even remotely connected? Perhaps this analogy will help.
You're accused of murder. The prosecutor labors to
compile evidence against you, but is unsuccessful and you
are exonerated. But somewhere along the way, he finds
out you cheated on your income taxes in 1987. Does that
make you guilty on the charge of murder? Absolutely not.
An investigation by the IRS may follow, but you can be
sure they won't be trying to convict you of homicide.
Thaf s not how our justice system works.
Af least that's not how if s supposed to work. But that's
essentially the power Ms. Reno has afforded Mr. Starr. He
has no clear goal, other than a partisan agenda to blemish
the president. He lias been given no timetable within
which to deliver a report to Congress. And he's been
appropriated an enormous amount of money — $40 million and counting — to surmise that Mr. Clinton is
unscrupulous, but as far as politicians go, an average guy.
So Monica Lewinsky fell into his lap (apparently she
has a habit of doing that)and now Mr. Starr's odyssey is
justified? For those of you who lost interest in mis a while
ago, Mr. Clinton testified in the Paula Jones sexual harassment suit that he "did not have sexual relations with that

see PAST page 54

Dart...
A "give-us-what-we're-worth" dart to JMU for
underfunding the SMAD department, forcing
students to pay a lab fee in order to keep equipment
current.
Sent in by a student who thinks $4,500 in tuition
each year should just about cover it.

Dart...
A "if-this-is-brand-new-I-don't-want-to-seebroken" dart to Harrisonburg Transit for having two
buses break down on the first day of class.
Sent in by a student who thinks the point of taking
the bus is not having to walk.

Pat.
Pat.
A "thanks-for-the-extra-help" pat to the brothers of
Pi Sigma Epsilon who assisted with move-in last
Saturday.
Sent in byBluestone residents who appreciated the
extra muscle.

A "my-feet-thank-you" pat to the guy in Wayland
Hall who gave me a ride to X-lot to put my
registration sticker on my car.
Sent in by a weary student who was touched by
your unselfishness.
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On your honor: JMU adopts new Honor Code
Honor Council president Blair Brown examines reasons, motives for change in system
"The Honor System at Stanford University
is the single most popular aspect of campus
life"
/v.
While on the Internet over the summer,
I came across this statement listed on the
Center for Academic Integrity web site at
"www.Stanford.edu." I was genuinely
curious about this and decided to investigate further. At a school like Stanford, how
could a simple honor system be so popular? In a school famed for its sports and
academics, it seemed an effective honor
system was more popular.
The reasons are simple: Students could
take tests without proctoring, sometimes
at different times to accommodate their
schedules, and out-of-class projects were
frequently assigned.
In short, the system allowed students
flexibility and ensured an academically
integrated environment.
The same web page site also lists statistics about other schools with honor systems.
The statistics presented on the web site
said schools with an honor system have
dramatically fewer students who knowingly cheat and violate the honor code
than those that do not.
We, of course, at JMU also have an
Honor System. If s a system mat has been
revised several times,.and has been revised
again for this year.
This fall will mark tine beginning of a
new Honor System — a system that
includes significant changes. The new system is the result of a task force and several

revisions by faculty, students and administrators.
I realize some people think an honor
system should be voluntary, or that the
system is perceived as unfair. It's my hope
this new system ameliorates these problems, and students and faculty will put
faith in it.
The
first
major change
in the new system is that it
involves differ— Blair
ent penalties.
Under the old
system, there
was a minimum penalty of an "F" in the
course where the violation occurred and a
semester of academic suspension. The
maximum penalty was expulsion from
JMU. Under the new system, there is a
much larger range of penalties. The philosophy behind the changes is that it will
allow students and faculty to report Honor
Code violations more often, because before
the minimum penalty seemed too stringent
For example, if a student signs his or
her name to an attendance sheet for a student that isn't present, and is reported, he
or she will most likely receive a smaller
punishment. Under the new system, the
penalties range from a reduction in the
grade of the assignment to expulsion.
So, in the previous example, the student could be given a reduction in class
participation instead of receiving an "F" in

the course and a semester suspension.
In a way, this seems to "shortchange"
the very definition of honor. In Virginia,
schools like the Virginia Military Institute
and the University of Virginia use honor
codes heavily rooted in tradition, and are
clearly different. This new system is a
more progressive system that plainly fits
us better.
Its
unfair
to
compare our
Honor Code
Brown
to the UVa
honor code
because our
system isn't rooted in tradition, and has
been revised many times. It's still possible
to uphold honor and academic integrity at
a university level with more lenient penalties.
Not only do the new penalties hopefully encourage more faculty-reported cases,
but they help maKethe honor system more
visible — a critical^element to its success
and prosperity. Another important change involves an
alternate form of resolution. Now, cases
can be handled directly between a student
and a faculty member before it even reaches the Honor Council.
Another example, if a student admits to
plagiarizing a term paper, he or she can
agree upon a penalty up to an "F" in the
course—without it ever going to trial. If it
goes to trial, the potential penalties are
much stronger.

Guest Columnist

It is my hope that this will give faculty
members more room to uphold the Honor
System in their classrooms without having
to go through a lengthy and exhaustive
trial.
If the student and faculty member cannot, however, agree upon the penalty, it
will then be directed to the Honor Council.
Most schools that have honor codes use
some sort of system like this, which allows
for informal resolution between faculty
and student.
Again, this level of resolution will
hopefully provide more visibility to the
code, and allow students who admit to a
violation to avoid the hearing process. This
year will be a year of adaptation and
change for JMU in general. I hope the new
Honor Code will be a positive change that
is Welcomed by the JMU community.
We are entering a new phase. I'd also
like to welcome all members of the JMU
community to be an active part of the
Honor System.
I would enjoy seeing heads of organizations on campus nominate two or three
members of their group to be eligible to sit
in on hearings—that way we could have a
more representative system that would be
fairer for accused students and everyone
involved.
In addition, what is a way to make a
new system work better than to have new
people participate in it?
Blair Brown is a senior international affairs
major and is the Honor Council president.
/~>

We are the
gatekeepers to
the future of
ivhat America
will became.

• Key Shi Us
• Explore
• Leadership
2000
Women in
Leadership

Centerfor Leadership, Service
and Transitions
Leadership Education And Development

Visit our table at

Student Organization Night!
• Get more information about LEAD
programs and volunteer opportunities!
Get a head start! Sign up early for LEAD
programs!
MEET NEW FACES WHO ARE GOING PLACES!
For information about LEAD programs or sign-ups, call 568-6842 or
email zarragmd (Marc Zarraga, Information Specialist), or stop by our
temporary office in Taylor Down Under.

We are the
gatekeepers to
the future of
what America
will become.

' Miller
Fellows
• LEAD
Teaching
Assistants
• LEAD
Apprentices
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On-Campus Recruiting on the Web
ReSUmeExpert Web -Registration
(RE Web) (http/career.jmu.eaVreweb)
enables you to:
• Provide registration data to the
On-Campus Recruiting Coordinator
• Create resumes using ouilt-in resume writer
• Upload resumes you ve created yourself
using Microsoft Word
• Upload resumes you've created with
an HTML editor
• Forward resumes to the On-Campus
Recruiting Coordinator

Web RSA-Remote Student Access
(http/career.jmu.eduAvrscylndex.asp)
enables you to:
. View a list of companies that are
recruiting on campus & the positions
available for interviews
• Pre-select jobs for on-campus recruiting
. Schedule on-campus recruiting interviews
• Check your on-campus recruiting
invitation status
• Check open sign-up opportunities
• Sign up to attend employer presentations
• Find out which employers have received
your resume through resume referrals

Companies Participating in On-Campus interviews this Jail
ADP
Aerotek
American Express Find. Advisors
American Management Systems
American Safety Razor
American Woodmark Corp.
Andersen Consulting LLP
Aronson, Fetridge & Weigle
Arthur Andersen LLP
AT&T
rr_/
AuditorbrPuBlic Accounts
Beers & Cutler PLLC
Bell Atlantic - Information Systems
Black & Decker
Booz Allen & Hamilton
Bureau of the Census
Burlington Industries
Business Impact Systems
CACI International, Inc.
Cambridge Associates
Capital One
CarMax
CanAmerica
Cemer Corporation
Circuit City
Cohen, Rutherford, Blum & Schott
Computer Associates
Consolidated Graphics
Consultec
Coopers & Lybrand
Craigie Corporation
CSC Consulting
CVS Pharmacy
Deloitte & Touche
Department of Defense

Eagan, McAllister Associates
Eddie Bauer
EDS (Electronic Data Systems)
Electronics Boutique
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Environmental Protection Agency
Equitable Company
ERA Teachers
Ernst & Young LLP
Fastenal
Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission
Ferguson Enterprise
Fortis Investors, Inc.
Freddie Mac
Gannett
GDE Systems
GEICO
*
General Electric
General Services Administration
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Grossberg Co., LLP
Hajoca Corporation
Hantzmon, Wiebel & Co.
Hecht's Dept. Stores
Heilig-Meyers
HPTi (High Performance Tech)
Hyatt Hotels Corporation
IBM
IIS Project
IKON Office Solutions
IMC (Information Mgt. Consultants)
JC Penney
John Hancock Financial Services
Keller Bruner & Co.

Kodiak Group
Kohl's Department Store
KPMG Peat Marwick
Lanigan, Ryan, Malcome & Doyle
Lockheed Martin
Lord & Taylor
Marasco Newton Group
Marriott
Massachusetts Mutual
Matthews, Carter & Boyce
McAdams Technologies, Inc.
McGladrey & Pullen, LLP
MCI - Information Technology
Meridium
Metropolitan Life
Microsoft Corporation
MicroStrategy
National Security Agency
Nations Bank
NCR
NDC Group
New England Life
New York Insurance Co.
Noblestar
Northwestern Mutual Life
Norwest Financial
NVR/Ryan Homes
Olde Discount Corporation
Pargos
Peace Corps
Peebles Department Store
Performance Engineering Corp.
Phibbs, Burkholder, Geisert
Philip Morris
Platinum Technology/Solutions

Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP
Proxicom
Robbins-Gioia, Inc.
RWD Technologies, Inc.
SAIC
SAS Institute
Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Sherwin Williams
Sprint
SRA International
State Farm Insurance
T. Rowe Price
T.A. Carison & Co.
Target Stores
Tekna
The Arlington Group
The CIMA Companies
Thomas Havey & Co.
Toys 'R Us
Treev, Inc.
TruGreen Chemlawn
TRWS & ITG
US Dept. of Education
Universal Leaf Tobacco Co.
Valley Health Systems
Virginia Asset Management
Vista Graphics
VTLS
Wachovia Corp.
Wallace Computer Service
Wal-Marf
Watkins, Meegan, Drury & Co.
Watson Wyatt
Whelan, Barsky & Graham
WLR Foods
Yount, Hyde & Barbour

OA-^mpus ihtefViews ^!nU)ta!lJweMiUf V^-select deadline for full-time employment
and summer internships is Tuesday, Sept. 15. A schedule of orientation dates & times is
available in the Academic Advising & Career Development Office (301 Wilson Hall)
Register with or contact the On-Campus Recruiting Coordinator for a web password, x.6229
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Directors make debut this fall
Number of
dramas,
dances take
center stage
by Jacob Wascalus
staff writer
JMU's School of Theatre and
Dance is preparing itself for a
new season of productions.
Eight plays are slated for this
semester. Six plays which include
"No Exit," "Romeo and Juliet/'
"The Fantasticks," "Death and the
Maiden," "Endgame," and
"Medea" are to be performed in
Theatre II, and "The Tempest"
and "Shadowlands" in LatimerShaeffer Theatre.
Last year, the graduating class
included many experienced theatre majors who were highly
involved in Theatre D.
This year, of the six Theatre U
productions, five will be directed
by first time directors.
"I'm looking forward to

watching the new tallooking forward to this semester's upon themselves to propose such
ent," said senior theatre
productions because of their liter- great works. Plays like "No Exit"
major Katie Hewett,
ary nature.
and "Romeo and Juliet" — readwho
is
directing
"I often enjoy
ing them is one thing, but actually
"Medea."
watching a director recreate them
"The people who are
is another," he says. "For me, it's,
directing aren't unfamiliar
an exhilarating experience, as I'm
with experimental theatre —
sure it is for many people."
they have been involved in many
The semester's first play, "No
other projects. This is just the first
Exit," opens on Sept. 9 and runs
time they are actually directing
through the 12th. It will be perfor Theatre II."
formed at Theatre II.
Of the six directors, Matt
The School of Theatre and
Homer ("No Exit"), Sarah
Dance is also preparing for a new
Bonadeo ("Romeo and
season of dance performances.
Juliet"), Bonnie Estes ("The
In addition to various studentFantasticks"), Vince Terlep
oriented
performances
("Endgame"), and Katie Hewett
("Danceshare" on Oct. 23 and 24,
("Medea") are all first time direcStudent Concert on Nov. 19 - 21),
tors for Theatre II. Alex Domeyko
the School will host four public
("Death and the Maiden") directdances in which non-dance
ed "Raised in Captivity" last year.
majors may participate (Sept. 30,
Senior SMAD major Katie
Oct. 29, Nov. 14, and Dec. 9).
Frichtel, who designs costumes, is
The school is also hosting the
also excited.
Virginia Repertory Dance
"Many of the piays will be
Company and the .New Dance
challenging, but watching a first
Festival.
time director's interpretation of a
The Festival, which will run
play is always interesting. I expect
Sept. 11 and 12, is an annual event
to go to as many of the producfeaturing professional dance
PHOTO COURTESY SHANE O'HARA
tions as I can," Frichtel says.
artists from throughout the
Vince Terlep, a senior theatre because of their depth. It's fortu- nation.
and English major,.is especially nate that the directors took it
Among the performers are

Detroit's Eisenhower Dance
Ensemble, Washington, D.C.'s,
Sister Trousers Dance Company,
Bob and Bob Dance (featuring
JMU's own Shane O'Hara), and
Thompson & Trammell dance
company.
"I'm looking forward to the
New Dance Festival," says
O'Hara, who is the Coordinator
of the Dance department. "Last
semester we mostly had solo and
duet acts perform here, but this
year we tried to get larger dance
companies," he said. "The New
Dance Festival has many professional performers, and hopefully
many people will attend," he
added.
O'Hara stresses that the
Festival is suitable for all audiences, and that "anyone from 8 to
80 years of age" can attend and
not be offended.
"I have high expectations,"
O'Hara says. "The semester's performances should be good."
For dance or theatre ticket information, call the box office at x7000.
For information regarding theater
productions, coil x7836, and for
information regarding dance performances, call x6511.

Variety is the spice of CMSS
Impressive lineup of speakers include Spike Lee, Kieu Chinh
by Vinita Viswanathan
style editor
It appears that the key word
of most JMU events for fall '98 is
diversity. The several departments and schools are trying
their best to take advantage of
the various cultures that coalesce
and interact with one another at
JMU.
This semester the Center for
Multicultural Student Services
(CMSS) has a massive undertaki ing through which
I it hopes to expose
JMU to a wide
range of ideas,
opinions
and
interpretations on
I various issues and

Spike Lee

*£»

number of eminent personalities,
who are experts in their areas of
study and interest, are lined up
for fall '98. These personalities
will conduct lectures and have
been spread out throughout the
semester to keep anticipation at
"an all-time high."
Among the noted speakers
are famous director Spike Lee

[put your eyes back in their sockZebulun Davenport, director heritage - food, clothes, artifacts
ets!] and Samuel H. Pieh, who is of CMSS, said: "In addition to etc. We hope that the whole unithe great-great-grandson of this impressive line-up of speak- versity will get |
Sengbeh Pieh, who |
ers, the CMSS will be conducting involoved in the variled the slave-ship
a number of workshops and fairs. ous
events,'
revolt on which the
The fairs, which will be the Davenport said.
Steven Spielberg]
efforts of independent organizaThe CMSS is also I
movie "Amistact"
tions, will have our full support considering organizwas based.
as we aspire to increase the ing a fashion extrava-1
The Legacy of
awareness of all our students."
ganza that may not'
the Amistad with'NUtki
To give an idea as to feature the latestKleu Chinh
Samuel H. Pieh is
Giovanni
what the fairs would be haute couture from
completely a CMSS effort.
like, Davenport cited the example the catwalks of Milan or Paris but
In keeping with the momen- of the Cultural Fair which is to be will be a display of the unique
tum, the University Program held Sept 23 and will be co-spon- attires of the numerous ethnic
Board (UPB)
will
screen sored by the International groups present on campus.
"Amistad," which is co-spon- Student and Faculty Services and
Davenport also mentioned
sored by CMSS.
the Office of International that the UPB will sponsor a
Also scheduled are Kieu Education.
band from Trinidad in a bid to
Chinh, who starred in the critical"These fairs are aimed at "widen the spectrum of people's
ly acclaimed "The Joy Luck showcasing the various cultural choices."
Club," and Nikki Giovanni, who entities present on campus and
Chris Ship, UPB coordinator,
is a renowned »oet and became focus on how different
said, "We try to include the elean active participant in the Black we all are," Davenport
ment of variety in anything we
Arts movement in 1967. Kieuh said.
take upon us. We started' bringChinh, will talk on her rise from
"The fair will be
ing in directors last year and
Hanoi to Hollywood, is jointly held at Phillips Hall in
Spike Lee is our choice for this
sponsored by CMSS and the PC Ballroom and will
semester."
Asian Students Union (ASU).
be filled with stalls set
Stup was not sure as to what
s ike Lee
Nikki Giovanni is being up by the various clubs „
3?^Li.
P
would
brought in courtesy of the and organizations that *
address his audience
NAACP and CMSS, while Spike we represent. The stalls may on, but thought "it would probaLee is being sponsored by UPB have anything that is a symbol of bly be on Lee's life as a filmand assisted by CMSS.
' their [the organization's] cultural maker."

"He [Spike Lee] asked us for a
survey as to what past directors
spoke on, and I presume he will
address the audience on similar
topics," Stup said.
The workshops which CMSS
hopes to conduct are not for students, but Davenport hopes that
based on the results of the workshop for professionals
this semester, they.will
hold one for students
in the spring.
Akiba Byrd, a CMSS graduate
assistant, said, "CMSS is going to
focus on a collaborative effort
involving the various organiza* tions that we represent and is
aiming at not only providing
entertainment but also education
for the various segments of the
university." "As far as other communities are concerned, CMSS
events and programs are for
them perhaps more than the cultural groups that we represent,"
Byrd said.
"These groups who we represent already know a lot about
their cultures, but we hope to
involve other students and give
them the opportunity to soak in
as much as they can about other
cultures," Byrd added.
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Go
Greek!
ATJMU THIS FALL
Men's Rush Forums • Sept. 7-9
Men's Open Houses • Sept. 8-10
If you have any questions, please call
Matt Gannon, IFC Rush Chair, 574-4932

Men's Formal Rush • Sept. 13-25

Consider...
a Career with an

unlimited

I

iridushy leader

growth potential

cutting-edge

<£p,

technology and business practices

^Q|security f a,

the ■?

¥A

Foitune 1 5 company

a Competitive benefits fe\ and S8 lary package

the ability h

Professional Nail Care
for Ladies & Gentlemen
1657 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
in East Market Shopping Center
(Next to Crutcnfield)

(540) 432-1899
Appointments available
Walk-ins welcome
Open 7 days

I
Acrylic full set
Acrylic fill in

Consider
Dynamic.
Rewarding.
Fun.
Do you need any
more reasons to
consider a career
at State Farm?

$23
$13

make a difference
Become part of our talented
team of dedicated professionals
who have made Sf/ate Farm the
industry leader.
For an application or more
information, contact
State Farm Insurance Companies
Eastern Regional Office*
1500 State Farm Blvd.
Charlottesvllle, VA 22909
Phone (804)972-5177
FAX: (804)972-5285
Email: ioboppsQstatefarm.com
Regional Job Opportunities:
www.bltllnk.com/statofarm/jobopps.html
ITATI FAIM

Farm Ins1 farce Companies • T

Valid with JMU ID

*r
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Moms "to join" college (lining halls
by Colleen De Babe
College Press Exchange
In an effort to spice up their image, campus dining
halls are now asking parents of students around the
nation to send in favorite recipes and trendy foods. Some
dining halls even are offering late-night meals and delivering food to better accommodate students' busy
lifestyles.
Amanda Horowitz a Northwestern University
sophomore, is sick of dining hall food. Horowitz is a
vegan. That's kind of like a vegetarian except stricter —
she won't touch meat, or any food that comes from an
animal, such as milk or cheese.
Needless to say, she finds her dining hall options a bit
limited. "It seems like three out of four days I have
beans, beans, beans," she complains. "That is all they
think I want to eat. I used to love all kinds of beans, but it
gets old fast. Beans, beans, beans."
Other students are less critical of dining hall grub.
Chris Bokel, a Syracuse University freshman, says the
cafeteria meals are tasty, if not exactly gourmet.
"Everyone always complains [but] they can't possibly
accommodate everyone," he says. "I mean, you can't
expect the dining hall to be a five-star restaurant."
Maybe not, but campus dining halls, once considered
the scourge of college students' existence, have been
forced to spice up their image to compete with fast-food
restaurants, pizza delivery and local eateries. As a result,
some dining halls now lure students by asking parents to
send in favorite recipes.
Others offer trendy foods such as wraps, smoothies
and cappuccino. Dining halls are even offering late-night
meals and delivering food to better accommodate students' busy lifestyles. Still, more cafeterias work to meet
the epicurean needs of picky eaters like Horowitz.

THOMAS SCALA/Miu'or artist

An estimated 15 percent of students who eat at campus dining halls forgo the standard Beef Stroganov and
Chicken Divan for vegetarian meals.
"Salads aren't the only vegetarian option at most colleges," says S.E. Nunmaker, food services manager at
American University. The college's food service saw an 8
percent rise in the number of vegetarian students last
year and now offers garden burgers, pastas and other
vegetable dishes.
Just like Mom's? Some dining services are hoping to
attract students through Mom's 'Ttome cooking."

At Saint Mary's College in Indiana, the menu showcases parents' recipes. Students dine on "Gretchen's
Mom's Herb Chicken," "Maura's Mom's TunaNoodle
Casserole," "Kristen's Mom's Mac-n-Cheese" and
"Janef s Mom's Meatloaf."
Roanoke College in Virginia also urges parents to
send in favorite recipes so mat students who eat at the
campus dining hall feel more at home.
"College food does not mean inferior food," said
see DINING page 25

•Position Open: Director of
Membership for UPB
•Applications Available Today in
Room 233
•Applications Due Back Sept. 10
•Interviews Will Be Held the
Night of Sept. 14
•Questions? Please Call
Amy at 568-6217

£
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^CALIFORNIA NAILS^
Valley Mall

FLORIST

1925 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA
( , ..„ | ,„|,1.».lh in

I*

540-564-2636
Walk-ins welcome

I
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VA mo\

Free Half Dozen Roses with
purchase of Half Dozen

[nil Strvin 11- risi

^k A
| Have no nails?
Jr) *\
I Bite your nails?
I off with this coupon [Have weak nails?
Ifor full_set of naj[s_ Jcome to California Nails today.

( ill i\ ml >H
(0-10) 43)-3352
|.ss«>-395-JCi>.?

J>neJ™ponJtm»<fpunfu**.
UuJf,<u«,alf*r<fir.
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ALONG WITH A HOST OF OTHER
AMENITIES, OldE Mill VlllAQE
NOW OFFERS A COMplETE JMU
COMPUTER lAb* IN EVERy ROOM!

-vamm

11

INSTANT INTERNET

& SIMEON ACCESS.

►NO MOdEM/NO TIEd Up pHONE llNES.

Back to School
Bike Sale!
Come see the great year-end
pricing on many of our
SPECIALIZED & GIANT BIKES.

•NO MORE WAITS FOR JMU lAbS.
•WE

EXCluSIVEly OFFER A COMPREHENSIVE

CAblE (AdElpHIA), pHONE ANd
NETWORk ACCESS pACl<AQE
FlEXlblE

IEASES

( 6 MONTH, ETC. )
OVER

300

BIKES TO CHOSE FROM!
Mola Hill Blkaa
Just Mln's from
Campus
wr«'« Cydng ■* Font

Maryland Avo

OldE Mill VlllAQE

Mola Hill Bikes

Dayton, VA

APARTMENTS FOR THE Mllll INNIUM

SIB lit EH

CAII

4? 2 - 9 502

*NEIWORk ACCESS
pRovidEd by OldE Mill
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UPB, School of Music plan JMU concerts
by Sarah Jones
contributing writer

•

Things are finally starting to look organized. Your room isn't just boxes, and
classes have started. Everyone knows college isn't just about attending lectures and
writing papers. There is that social aspect
too. What does JMU have to offer for
entertainment?
One of the big forms of entertainment is
music. The campus is full of it. Whether it
is your roommate's radio, eating at PC
Dukes, or the person down the hall playing their guitar, music is present everywhere.
Two huge contributors to the diversity
of musical entertainment on this campus
are the School of Music and the University
Program Board.
The UPB Director of Music Events, Eric
Larsen, is working hard to bring all different kinds of events to JMU. Larsen emphasized that "UPB has lots of things in
progress."
UPB is hoping to bring a diverse selection of bands whose genres encompass hip
hop, rock and roll, jazz, swing and blues.
The UPB budgeted two shows at the
Convocation Center and three in Wilson
Hall. Apart from those five shows, they
plan on bringing in local bands to play on
the Commons.
The big task for Larsen and the musical
coordinator of events, Brett Mcnamara,
over the summer was arranging for

Fighting Gravity to play at the pregame
festivities on Homecoming Weekend. The
best part about this concert is it's FREE.
The School of Music brings in guest
musicians and also puts on its own performances. Music students perform in faculty
recitals, participate in orchestral and band
events, and also in small ensembles.
The School of Music has set up a
Concert Hotline for the public, which is
updated weekly. This can be reached by
calling x3481.
One would think after the efforts of
these two organizations there isn't room or
time for any one else to provide musical
entertainment, yet UREC will be hosting a
concert this weekend.
Pat McGee Band is scheduled to play
this Saturday, Sept. 5, from 2-5, on the
UREC soccer field.
This concert is actually sponsored by
the group Natural Highs, and UREC is
playing host.
UREC and Natural Highs are trying to
promote a substance-free alternative program. It is not a money making adventure
of any kind especially considering tickets
are only three dollars in advance and five
dollars at the door.
Both the UPB and the School of Music
seem to be making a sincere endeavor to
improve the quality of musical entertainment at JMU and to add more variety to
their events.
Other organizations such as Natural
Highs have added to this endeavor by
planning special events and concerts.

COURTESY OF PYRAMID DIGITAL PRODUCTIONS

CD cover of Pat McGee's "From the Wood." The Pat McGee Band will play once
again at JMU this Saturday at the UREC soccer field.

Are you eligible for Federal Worlc Study?
If YES, a wonderful opportunity awaits you at
Community Service-Learning

You can make a difference in the lives of elementary school
students in Harrisonburg & Rockingham Co.
Earn money by tutoring students for up to 10 hours per week.

If you are interested in getting involved visit:
• Community Service-Learning
• Taylor Hall, 103
• Taylor Down Under (Arcade Room)
x.6366
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"Dawson's Creek" creator involves
personal experience in show i<
And it was just sort of this special memory
forme."
Williamson admits his memories are
College Press Exchange
embellished with a healthy dose of wish
He's the hottest scriptwriter in fulfillment. "There are little pieces of me
Hollywood, and Kevin Williamson got and what I went through where I wish it
that way by writing about what he knows had gone somewhere, or where it didn't
best: teenagers, sex and mayhem. The go. You know, it's all part of my
author of "Scream," "Scream 2" and "I imagination," Williamson says. "I think
Know What You Did Last Summer," this is 1998, and we've lived through the
Williamson canned the gore but cranked whole self-help psycho-babble of the the
up the hormone
80's and I sort of
count
for
^^~^^mmm~^mmm think these kids
"Dawson's Creek," a
reflect the growing
Looking somewhat
up during that time,
or the parents of that
time. And they're
Hotel in Pasadena, r* >
»
i
./
very self-aware. I
Williamson, ^ho It s a real place that
think we truly don't
only a few morKhs i.
„
want
to
earlier was broke LlVeS.
underestimate the
and house-sitting
. .......
15-year old mind."
v
Kevin Williamson
Williamsons
when he penned
'Scream" in two"
;
senptwnter characters spew Iots
of snappy come
days, showed up
for a press junket to talk about the story • backs rife with pop culture references. But
behind his hit TV show.
do people really talk that way?
If they only had a little more time to
"'Dawson's
Creek'
is
very
autobiographical," he says. "It's a real place come up with cool responses, maybe they
that lives. You know it exists right near my would," Williamson says. "My favorite
hometown." Like "I Know What You Did show when I was a kid was 'James at
Last Summer," "Dawson's Creek" is set in 15,'and he talked the way I wish I had
a sleepy coastal town much like the one talked, said the things I'd think of when I
Williamson grew up in North Carolina. was lying in bed at midnight as opposed
"And it was just sort of this little place to when I was really in that situation. And
where all of the high school kids would go so you know, I just want to create
and party and hang out and play, and interesting relationships, interesting
you'd take girls and make out at night. conversations."
by Hugh Hart

Dawson 's Creek is
SStSc.rtS; very autobiographical.

concert or
seen a riveting
theatrical
performance? If you
have, write about it
for the Style section.
Call Vinita or Jackie
atX3846.
y

Wanted:
Peer Instructors
1

Are you interested in helping your peers
get themselves on the right academic track??
.

Become a peer
instructor In the Academic Success Proqram
r
j
i

•

Instructors are trained to provide academic assistance to peers.
Training will include, but Is not limited to:
Note-taking, Stress Management, Paper Writing and Test Taking strategies.
This position will afford you the opportunity to gain experience, build your resume
and share your academic success experiences with others.
For an application contact Tamara in
Academic Advising and Career Development, Wilson 301, Extension 8175

/

•

y

-

PAID POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Application Deadline: Friday, September 11, 1998
bwj****** •» ■* •*»••«•

•• •
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fable &Chai
-Bar Stools
-Headboards
-Beds
-Dresser & Mirror
-Chest of Drawers
-Nightstands
-Mattresses
-Coffee & End Tables
-Assorted Lamps
-Area Rugs
-Televisions
-VCR's
-Stereo Systems
And More ...

SAVE 45°

Standard bunk beds are detachable for single bed ist
SdidpineconstructfonbuflttolaiLMattreaaotta

HARRISONBURG
Near Valley Mall
2080 Evelyn Byrd Ave.

540-434-7619
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-9, Sat. 9-6
NOVftHCAfT*

1
N

I
KUml'tVtvIM j

f
1
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GR&UD

90 DAYS ■ SAME AS CASH
Pay one-third monthly.

FREE DELIVERY
UP TO TOO MILES

Home Furnishings mSkmmm

_
. . . , . .
,
Due to our large volume buying, we purchase many items Mow regular wholesale cost
The suggested retail prices shown are not necessarily the price charged by us or all of our competitors, but it is an effort to provide a guide for
guide for comparing the cost of furniture of similar quality.

il
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Dining

continued from page 19

Michael C. Maxey, dean of admissions at
Roanoke.
"We've had students who told us that
they chose Roanoke because of the food
after they made a decision about the quality of the college."
Still, campus dining services find students are a difficult crowd to please. Brian
Landauer, 18, a Syracuse freshman,
admits his favorite dish is take-out.
"I have a full meal plan, and at the end
of the week, I have 13 meals left! I only eat
in the dining hall when it is absolutely
necessary," Landauer says. "The food literally makes me sick."
Though most universities have a wide
range of eating outlets to choose from,
they all have a similar menu.
Horowitz is convinced her campus
cafeteria can't get lettuce right. "And the
salad is pretty awful everyday— the lettuce is always limp and icky," she says.
"For once I'd like some decent salad. I
don't think that is too much to ask, do
you?"
For most students, it's an issue of quality, not quantity. Even tough critics admit
campus dining halls are serving up more
man mystery meat and noodle casseroles.
Most cafeterias have made an effort to
spice up their daily menus.
The dining hall at Western Washington
University now offers Cyberwraps, or tortillas, rice, beans, meats, fresh vegetables
and spices rolled into a lunch-time wrap.
Students can wash it down with a
"Final Exam,"which is a frosty carrot,

apple and celery juice blend.
Made-to-order quesadillas filled with
peppers, meats, cheese and onions pressed
between sun-dried tomato and pesto is a
main dish at Northeastern Louisiana
University. Indian curry chicken, Spanish
tapas and other ethnic entrees are also on
the menu at Northwestern.
Yet, often even a more varied menu
than years before doesn't improve the dining halls' reputation in the eyes of students.
"The dining hall has done a lot in the
last year to increase the variety and
options, but it has not really increased the
quality of the food at all," said Jeff Jewett,
19, a Northwestern University sophomore.
"It's still the same old dorm food."
Other students say their main gripe
with the dining hall is its schedule. Most
dining halls are open until 8 p.m. and the
odd fast food joint stays open until 10 p.m.
However, most students complain that
there is. no food available in the night
when their "stomachs start rumbling as
they study."
"The real problem I have is with the
hours of the dining hall," says Shanon
Henry, 18, a Syracuse freshman.
Tin a college student. I don't go to bed
at 10 o'clock at night I eat dinner at 5 or 6
p.m., and then come 10 o'clock, I'm hungry again, and I have nowhere to go for
food," Henry added.
Henry's night cravings aren't unusual,
according to Mariott Management
Services, which manages the dining ser-

vices at 500 colleges nationwide.'
In a four-year study of more than
75,000 college students, faculty and staff
members, the late-night meal or "fourth
meal" turned up as a popular trend.
About 60 percent of students say they
eat a meal after 10 p.m., with many choosing pizza and sandwiches for a snack.
Many colleges have started a late-night
pizza delivery service to meet the needs of
hungry students burning the midnight oil.
Others have added cafeterias and convenience stores with night hours to provide students with the "fourth meal."
The survey also found that students
prefer to bring one-third of their campus bought meals back to their dorm rooms or
apartments.
According to the survey, students eat
alone because "there's no one to eat with"
and "I want to eat and watch TV or use
my computer."
In an effort to cater to students who are
a "party of one," many colleges have
added more options to their take-out
menu. Some campus dining halls even
offer dorm or apartment delivery.
Allison Bryan, 19, a University of
Missouri student, says campus dining
halls will never live up to students' discriminating tastes as long as there are so
many mouths to feed.
"I think that our dining halls try hard
to bring good food to us, but serving the
masses is hard," Bryan says. "(Thatj leads
to inefficiency, and sometimes inferior
food."

Budding
Style
writers!
Vinita and
Jackie will
hold a
•
meeting for
writers at 1
p.m. on
Friday Sept.
4th in The
Breeze office.

YOU WENT TO CHURCH.
AND FELL ASLEEP

Consider U5
the alarm clock!
EDGE CIIUKCH
The church with an attitude

Meeting in Taylor Hall Rm. 404
Saturdays at 7:27 pm
Beginning Sept. 19th
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NEEd a/jui

t4MRUS?
Build &
Strengthen
'our resume!

Join the

canned
inn
Muul
Section is a team of student leaders who call parents, alumni,
friends ofihe university for resources to enhance the academic & athletic
programs for all students. /

PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE
your character, confidence and
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't
decision-making skills. Again,
words you're likely to see in many
words other courses seldom use.
course.requirements. Then again
But they're the credits you need to
Army ROTC is unlike any other
succeed in life. ROTC is open to
elective. It's hands-on excitefreshmen and sophomores withment. ROTC will challenge you
mentally and physically fl^HBfc out obligation and requires
through intense leadership r^"^*j about five hours per week. Regtraining. Training that builds I \J^ <3i ister this term for Army ROTC.
ISSCELLE

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details, visit Biidgeforth Stadium South, Rm. 205
or call 568-6264 or (800) ROTC-JMU

• Public Remons & Marketing Experience
• Competitive Pay starts at $5.85 + Bonuses
• Comprehensive Training
^
rvancement Opportunities
hexible Work Schedule
Make a difference
for JMU while
making extra $$$!

as

Applications available NOW:
Taylor 309
Deadline: Monday, September 7

Better your chances for an interview
-- submit your application early!
FOR INFORMATION: MJ Ramos, x3440, email: ramoslmj@jmu.edu

ANYONE/AH

fc^

OUT THrftX

interesteshjVwnting
for F0CUS\
come-to our

Rente Lynn Belair
Stacie Lee Rogers
Best friends.
Graduated together, June 6,1993.
Killed together, June 10,1993.
Whitewater, Wl
If you don't stop someone from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
Oil
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ROCK
THE ADVENTURE PROGRAM,
BRINGING THE OUTDOORS TO YOU
STORY BY JENNIFER BAKER
With more than 1,300
square feet of stonelike surface rising
three stories, the
state's newest synthetic rock structure v. in
soon offer a thrilling vertical ride. No, it's
not Kings Dominions' new Volcano ride,
but JMU's new rock climbing wall.
Located in the University Recreation
Center's (UREC) atrium, the wall is the
largest in the region and the first built at a
Virginia university.
The climbing wall, slated for completion next week after the addition of a soft,
safety floor, is a new addition to JMU's
Adventure Program, a branch of UREC
that offers trips, educational clinics and
equipment rentals to help students learn
about and enjoy the outdoors.
"It's hard to miss," says Carl Bolyard,
Coordinator of Adventure Programs.
"That's one of the things we're excited
about. Being in the atrium, it immediately
draws people's attention to adventure programming at UREC. It's a way to participate in the building that also transfers to
outdoor activities."
Comprised of authentic feeling rock,
the JMU wall gives participants a realistic
rock climbing experience and offers more
challenging routes than most other climbing walls.
Senior Brent Rosato, one of the 11
newly trained student Climbing Wall
Assistants (CWAs), is very excited about
the wall and his role in teaching students
how to climb. "It's an awesome wall,"
Rosato says. "Most other walls you see are
just panels — wooden panels with pegs on
them — but ours is very rock-like."
The wall was built and installed this
summer by the Nicros company from
Minneapolis, Minn., one of America's
largest and best regarded manufactures of
3-D rock surface walls. "Quite a bit of
research went into developing a product
that would be ideal for this facility and be
of maximum benefit to the students,"
Bolyard says.
AH students will have an opportunity
to try out the wall, whether or not they
have any experience climbing. "For first
climbs, students that haven't done climbing before but want to sample this experience, we're offering first climb blocks of
time during the regular operation hours,"
Bolyard says. During this period students
can get initial exposure to the wall and
have fun, while a CWA operates the safety
system for them.
After that, students who decide they
want Jq get more involved in climbing can

PHOTOS BY DYLAN BOUCHERLE

attend the Adventure Programs' Climbing
School and become certified to use the wall
whenever they reserve it. Climbing school
costs $8.00, and will be offered twice a
month, consisting of two, two and half
hour sessions that teach students and their
climbing partners how to climb and use
the safety system properly.
"One of the things we do here is teach,"
Bolyard says. "During climbing school,
students will learn something about the
basic history of climbing. The mechanics of
the systems, how to properly care for the safety equipment and how to belay." A
belay is essentially a contractual agreement between
climber and partner to
manage their life line, the
safety system in a climbing
wall, Bolyard says.
,
After the five hour
climbing school, students
and their partners will be
required to pass both an
hour-long practical and a
written competency test before the can
receive their Wall Pass. Having a Wall Pass
on file at UREC allows students, with their
partners, to sign up for free hour long time
slots to use the wall.
The 25 x 35 foot climbing wall has five
top rope stations, with four climbing
routes able to run simultaneously and will
be open for climbing sue hours a day. "The
CWAs will be setting routes and changing
them on a regular basis," Bolyard says.
"But thece wjll always be ones for begin-

ners, intermediate and advanced climbers.
There will always be a wide variety of
climbs for folks to choose from."
Another feature of the wall is a 250
square foot "bouldering" cave that wraps
i. der the stairs. Bouldering is a type of
rock climbing done at low heights, no
more than waist high off the ground, without safety harnesses, but with a partner
spotting. Bouldering is popular among
more experienced climbers, offering a
good workout and a chance to build climbing skills Bolyard says.
Bolyard
and
the
Adventure Programs' staff
hope students that leam to
use the wall will become
interested in outdoor
climbing trips, or other
trips and clinics offered by
their program. "We are
offering two outdoor
climbing trips, this semester," Bolyard says. "One to
Raven's Roost and one to
Hidden Rocks. Both are
good local climbs and will employ the
same type of climbing techniques that we
will be using at the wall."
Michella Otmar, a CWA and an
Adventure Trip Leader agrees having the
wall could introduce students to the program. "The wall's going to be a great introduction to letting people know that there is
an Adventure Program. Having the wall
right in the middle of the atrium shows
e eI
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(top left) Patricia Wood and Kate Spencer, emj
Matt Patterson . The Equipment Center signs c
as such equipment as backpacks, tents, and a
canoes.(rlght) The climbing wall will open next
Monday - Thursday, 1-7 p.m. Friday and Saturdi
trips that go out all the time/' she says.
Rosato agrees. "I think the wall will
help a lot more students get involved, not
just into climbing but outdoor adventure
sports in general," he says.
The Adventure Program offers a range
of free educational clinics, with topics such
as "Backcountry Cooking, or "Canoe
strokes." as well as having trips going out
every weekend. The trips, priced for a students' budget, include hiking, backpacking, canoeing, caving or climbing. 'Trips
are a good deal," Otmar says "You get a
lot for what you pay."
UREC's Equipment Center, also run by
the Adventure Program, allows students
to sign out camping, backpacking and
' canoeing equipment for their own outdoor

• »«..■ c» r* «77T» ••
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Keeping up the pace
UREC programs adapt to student needs
'Group Fitness"- not all
fancy footwork

'ii

Jackie Cisternino
assistant focus/style editor

, employees of JMU's Equipment Center, help
jns out traditional recreation equipment as well
nd canoes, (bottom left) One of UREC's
next week. Its operational hours are 3-9 p.m.
turday, and 2-11 p.m. Sunday.

expeditions as well as for use during their
programs.
Liselle Batt, an Adventure Trip Leader
who organized a back country ski trip and
caving trips last year, says the Adventure
Program offers something for everyone. 'It
all depends on your level of adventure, so
to speak," Batt says. "An adventure for
one person may be going on a day hike,
while an adventure for another person
may be going to an advanced climbing
cave."

Aerobics has always been an integral part of the UREC experience —
there are dozens of classes that take
place there every week. Yet not all students, especially males, take advantage
of UREC's extensive aerobics program.
This year, new classes will be offered
which are intend to appeal to men and
women alike.
The new Athletic Training and
Conditioning [ATC] class has been
designed without the choreographed
dance steps of a
typical aerobics
class. ATC will
include a cardiovascular and conditioning workout
using equipment
such as jump ropes
and weights.
"[There's] no
choreography, just
athletic training,"
aerobics instructor
Lauren Lynch said.
"If s running drills
weights and jump
rope. We're trying
to really gear more
towards the athletic participant, [and] we're trying to get
our the male population in here."
Another class meant for the athletic
participant ir general is Fitness Interval
Training [FIT], which was new to
UREC last semester. This interval class
offers a combination of an aerobic and
strength workout where you switch
back and forth between cardio and
weights.
"We use the aerobics room and the
fitness center [for FIT]," Lynch said.
"It's a really cool class, and again
there's no choreography or no dancyfancy footwork. It's workout intervals
where you get your weights and your
cardio at the same time."
Changes have also been made to the
Aqua Exercise, or water aerobics program, which is a combination of shallow and deep water moves.
"We're really pushing our aqua
[program] because we've learned some
new techniques at conventions this
summer and we're really excited to
bring them to UREC," Lynch said.
Although some changes have been
made to certain aerobics classes, a lot
has remained the same.
Kirsten Ryan, the Coordinator of

Representatives from the Adventure
Program will be on the Commons from U a.m.
to 2 p.m. Friday, Sept. 4 speaking with students interested in learning mqre about the
. fivm i ♦ aM * t WlW * ♦ WfMlW^v
-;$$j^
program.
itMMHMI ♦ .♦ .♦ AVAV

with the old agendas. "We made minimal changes. I had a key group of
instructors that graduated, so I have a
lot of new instructors. I really wanted
them to be up to par with what we
already have," Ryan said.
Other aerobics classes offered at
UREC include Basic Cycle, Cycle
Reebok, Aerostep, Kickboxing and
Aerobic Cycling Conditioning [ACC].

New Wet Classroom
Jennifer Baker
focus editor
UREC's Aquatics and Safety program
offers classes that teach students everything they need to know
to be lifeguards or swimming instructors. Starting
next week students can
learn everything, from
CPR to First Aid, without
leaving the pool side.
UREC's new "Wet
Classroom," located right
off the pool, provides a
climate ideal for teaching
aquatic safety classes
where students frequently
alternate between pool
and classroom instruction.
'The classes will be
able to go in and out of
the water without freezing from the air conditioner or getting carpets and chairs wet,"
says Nicole Distel, coordinator of
aquatics and Safety. "Well be able to
go see a section of video, then hop in

the pool and do what we learn."
The classroom will be climate controlled to be comfortable for students
just stepping out of the pool and have a
soft floor appropriate for wet feet says
Bob Gough, graduate assistant for
Aquatics and Safety.
UREC's Lifeguard Training Class
teaches students everything they need
to know to be professional lifeguards
while the Water Safety Instructor
Course teaches students how to teach
swimming. Both are American Red
Cross Certifications.

Whatfs up in Rec Night
Sept 9,5-7 p.m. at UREC

Club Sports Expo
Sept 16,64 p.m. at UREC
,
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(top right) Amy Tapp watches over the pool as a UREC IWeguard.(top left)
Aerobics classes are help at UREC from 6:45 In the morning to 10 at night.
(Bottom) UREC Is In the process of expanding the use of Its courtyard which
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Public Radio WMRA presents [ Q ^

Wanna worship God but hate to get up early?

Try Wo*dCentral

~|

A new church at a new time...
doing a new thing!

g

A N (j I

GUITAR
Q U A R I" I: I

Days Inn, Madison Room

(across from l-8\)
Sunday 12:30 pjn. - Coffee &• Chat
1:00 pm. - Word 8c Worship
Wear what U want!

Friday
JMU's Wilson Hall, Harrisonburg
540JMU.7000 $14 ($I2W/JMUID)

The cure for the common church*

1/VflftPQ 103.5 fm Charlottesville, 90.7 fm Harrisonburg
vour NPR: L.W
89.9 fm Lexington, 94.5 fm Winchester

Watch what
happens when
13,000 pairs of eyes
see YOUR ad.
■

■ AMIS

MADISON

UHlVIIIITt

For advertising rates call
#568-6127

The *q?i\r means food!
You GOTTA cheek out these NEW specials)

Bus Routes 1,2 and 5

The
LOOK
IR-TANNING

$6 Thumbs and Toes*
(ALLUCANEAT)

$12.99 Crablegs*
(ALLUCANEAT)

and NAIL SALON
498G University Blvd.
(Across from Costco)

20$ WINSS*

3D 564-2770 S
BIG TANNING SALE

$2 BURGERS & FRIES*

$1 Tanning
Visits
(mm purchase of 10 visits)
free lotion w/ purchase
while supplies last
THIS SAT
SEPT 5th ONLY!
(9a.m. to 4 p.m.)
Stjpng §uper Wolf Beds j

1/2 PRICE NACHOS*
*A11 specials (except crab legs) are from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Crab leg special from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Come see the view from our new deck
i ;m."rf

221 University blvd 801- 0221
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SPORTS
Experienced Dukes aim for CAA title
byGeneHolson
[staff writer

Lights!
Men's Soccer!
Action!
by Manny Rosa

Following a 13-7-2 season and
I it's third straight appearance in
the NCAA tournament, the JMU
women's soccer team is hoping
I for even bigger things in 1998.
"One of our goals is to return
I to the NCAA Tournament," JMU
head coach David Lombardo
said. "But our main goal is to win
[ the CAA Championship."
Considering the talent coming
[back to the Dukes' roster this
year, that should be an attainable
[goal. With eight seniors and nine
starters retuning from last year's
I squad, experience may prove to
[be the Dukes' best asset during
I the 1998 season.
"Our greatest strength is our
[experience," said Lombardo,
who has compiled a 105-57-7
(.642) record in his eight seasons
leading the team . "We want to
| be able to upset some teams that
I we haven't been able to beat in
the past."
The Dukes' attack will be lead
by senior Therese Wolden, who
led the Dukes in goals last season
with nine and is fourth on JMU's
all-time scoring goals list with 28.
Wolden received all-region honors after her strong junior season,
and is confident about this year's
prospects.
"We're very confident about
doing well this season," Wolden
said!
Wolden will be joined up
front by senior Lauren Stritzl,
who was voted the team's offensive MVP last season as she
scored a career-high 7 goals.
Stritzl and Wolden will pose a
tough duo for opposing defenses
to handle.
The attack will also include
senior Lisa Chioffi, who is making the switch from defense to
offense this season. Chioffi feels
that the team will benefit from
having played many games
along side each other.
"We're more in tune with
each other," Chioffi said.
Redshirt sophomores Jess
Marion, the team's Rookie of the
Year in 1996, and Liz Costa will
also be back in action for the
Dukes. Marion is returning from
surgery which kept her out of
action all of last season. JMU also
added transfer Aimee Grahe
from Illinois University and
hopes she will bolster the attack.
At midfield — perhaps JMU's
deepest position — the Dukes
will look for leadership from
senior co-captains Jodi Jacoby
and Christine Stouden. Stouden
was third on last year's team
with five goals scored. Senior
Jessica Williams will be spending
a lot of time as an attacking midfielder, as opposed to her usual
forward position to serve as an
' >»MTT'

. % \ 1 \

senior writer

DYLAN BOUCHERLE/p/w/o editor
Sophomore Christy Yacono keeps her eyes on the ball as she heads up field at practice Tuesday.
Yacono expects to see time in the midfield in 1998.

attacking midfielder. Senior Liz
Lawler, who had a strong spring
season, should earn the other
starting spot.
Defense was one of last year's
strongest areas, as the Dukes
recorded seven shutouts and
allowed only 1.24 goals per game.
With the graduation of three-year
starting sweeper Rebecca Lisack ,
JMU will count on some less-seasoned players to step up. Among
those expected to contribute is

senior goalie Beth Manghi, who
is slated to be the regular starting
goalkeeper. Manghi played in
five games last year, including
one start. She compiled a 1.83
goals against average in those
games.
The young Dukes' defense
will rely on returning sophomore
Lenore Bray and junior Alison
Schuch, both of whom are coming back from injuries. Bray was
voted the team's Rookie of the

Year a year ago.
The Dukes are also very excited about this year's newcomers.
"We had one of what was
considered the top ten recruiting
classes," Lombardo said.
Included are Jamie Miller and
Katie McNamara, who will add
great depth to the midfield. Jen
Ackerman, Beth McNamara, and
Noreen Van der Waag will look
see DUKES page 41

A 12-5-2 record in one of the
nation's toughest soccer conferences would be considered a successful year at most programs.
But for a JMU team that missed
the NCAA Tournament for the
first time in six years, the 1997
season fell a bit short of expecta- %.
dons.
On paper, the 1998 version of
the Dukes isn't expected to fare
much better; several preseason
publications picked JMU to finish
fifth or sixth in the CAA. But a
host of fresh faces and a new
found wave of optimism have
the Dukes thinking they can beat
the odds.
"Our goal is to make the
[NCAA] playoffs," said JMU
head coach Tom Martin, entering
his 13th season with JMU. "Some
people see us in a down mode, a
rebuilding mode ... but our goal
is to make the playoffs."
With a solid defensive core
returning, conceding goals
should be the least of the Dukes'
concerns. Returning in the back
are seniors Hisham Gomes and I
Umesh Vemuri on the flanks,
with sophomore Seppo Jokisalo
in the center.
Junior Kjarri Antonsson was
expected to play in the center
with Jokisalo, but Antonsson is
out with an injured knee. He
should be back in the starting
lineup within the next few
weeks.
Despite the injury to
Antonsson, Vemuri is confident
the defense will hold up just fine.
"We have so much depth this
year," Vemuri said. "I think we
can adapt by moving guys
around."
Vemuri knows firsthand, as
he has been switched from his
traditional role as sweeper to a
more attacked oriented flank
position.
Gomes said, "We had a good
spring [season] with what we're
trying to do with the
defense/'Gomes said. "Hopefully
we'll be a little more experienced
and be able to make better decisions."
The midfield is not completely settled yet, as a mix of veterans
and newcomers could all see significant time. Seniors Kosta
Bounelis and Kevin Knight
should team up yet again to
anchor a solid central midfield
and provide the young Dukes
the experience they lack.
Sophomore David Wood and
University of Virginia transfer
Randy Steeprow should figure into the mix as well. Sophomore
see SOCCER page 35
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Steaks • Ribs • Salads • Pasta
Sandwiches • Seafood
Fresh Baked Bread
Best BBQRibs in the Valley
Casual Dining in <i Relaxed
Atnio.s/)/k')v UII/I Reasonable Prices

Need Cash?
ATM Inside
Safe place to get cash
24 Hours

Mon Sal 4-10 p.m. • Sun 11:30-10:00-p.m.
Serving Brunch from 11:30 I

1 Mill Street • Staunton, VA

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1025 S. Main St. • 574-3178

' 886-0656 K

Making it easier everyday!

Subscribe to
R<h»m fhii coupon to:

4 Breeze

AnOonv-SaagtrHal *
Jamm Madhon Unbvrty
Hanhonborft V» 22807

Name:
Address: CHy:
State:
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Parent:
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DYSS

BOA0T

Zip:
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.

Subscription: DFIrst Class DBuik Mail
$75
$30
Payments may be made by check or
money orders. Payments must be
received before subscription begins.
Make checks payable to Tht Brttit.

Looking for something JV&W and
X-CITING to do this weekend?
SUPPORT

JMU m

ITS

BIGGEST

GAME OF THE

|YEAR! GET ALL YOUR FRIENDS & HEAD OVER TO THE
M1KIMIJ FOOTBALL GAME THIS SAT. AT GPM!

VS.
Right on Wolfe St.
Just past Post Office

Buy One
Get One

FREE

Ice Cream Cup
or Cone

TICKETS ARE ONLY $12 WITH
YOUR JMU STUDENT ID!
Oil YOU CAN ORDER THEM BY
CALLING 1-800-462- » 3 7 7
FOR DIRECTIONS TO THE GAME, CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE AT
WWW.UMTERPS.COM
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marks at the quarterback position.
Maryland finished 1997 dead last in the
ACC in total offense, rushing offense,
passing offense, scoring defense and
quarterback sacks, Good news for the
Dukes, although they struggled in some
of the same areas. JMU is hoping
JMU PuKei vs. Maryland
' Game: JMU at Maryland, Sept 5,6 pm Maryland will go into the game a little
overconfident "They may be expecting
OPENING GAME
an automatic win facing a I-AA team like
Dukes Notes:
us," JMU defensive end Chris Morant
SWIMMING WITH THE BIG FISH: The said. "Hopefully we can go in there and
Dukes open Saturday against a Division I-A surprise them and come out with a win."
team for the second straight season. JMU
opened the 1997 season with a 24-6 loss to SCOUTING REPORT: The most
Division I-A Ball State University. The Dukes important thing to remember is the ACC
were defeated by Virginia Tech 49-20 in 1992 team the Dukes are playing is Maryland,
and 41-12 in 1991.
not Florida State. The Terps enter the
second season of the Ron Vanderlinden
*ONCE EVERY SEVEN YEARS?: The Dukes era in a rebuilding mode as they won
last victory over a I-A team came October 27, only two games last season. In the 1997
1990 when the Dukes defeated Navy, 16-7. The opener, the Dukes kept pace with Ball
Dukes only victory over an ACC school State before fading down the stretch.
ocurred September 18,1982 in what may be That could happen again, since the Terps
the biggest win in JMU history, a 21-17 upset and any I-A school for that matter, have
of the University of Virginia.
more depth than I-AA schools since they
are allowed more scholarships. JMU
RIPE FOR AN UPSET?: Maryland was upset head coach Alex Wood seems unbowed
in their home opener last season, 21-14 by Ohio by the prospect of being outnumbered in
University. Could the Dukes pull out a College Park. "I think that it will be a
victory? The Terps have serious question good win for us if we can pull it off."
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Atlantic 10
Final 1997 Statistics
Patting
Standing*
New England Division
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Maine
Connecticut
Rhode Island

YC Overall Pf PA
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0

Mld-Atlantlc Division

James Madison
Villanova
William*Mary
Northeastern
Delaware
Richmond

YC
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0 C-A Pet. Ydt, TP

Rushing

Buffalo at Maine
Massachusetts at Delaware

6
n
n
u

Azumah, UNH
Harriot, BU
Porch, WM
Edmundson,NU
Jenkins, URI
Jumpp, UC

Owrafl PF PA Receiving
0-0-0
0
0 Bond, UC
0-0-0
0
0 Wright, UM
0-0-0
0 0 Finneran, VU
0-0-0
0
0 Conklin, WM
0-0-0
0 0 Batts, UD
0-0-0
0
0 Smith, NU

Thursday. September 3

Int. Rtg

Boden.VU 11231-345.670 3079 36
Stafford, UC 11 164-2% .554 2814 23
Ginn,UD
10 97-178 345 1622 14
Murphy,NU 11220-372.507 2823 19
Fein.UM
10 236-414 .5702885 26
MaddoxJMUlO 136-268 .507 1738 12

4
10
3
10
12
8

174.0
154.1.
153.6
134.4
130.6
114.0

Att. Ydt. Avg. TP YPQ

271
259
261
10 206
u 256
9 155

1576
1338
1316
960
1032
815

5.8 13
5.2 7
5.0 6
4.7 8
4X> 6
5.3 9

143.3

121.6
119.6
96.0
93.8
90.6

0 Rept. Yds, Avg. TP YPQ

u
n
n

9
11
11

51
88
75
43
45
58

1178
1169
1151
768
872
825

23.1 6
13.3 7
15.3 17
17.9 6
19.4 9
14.2 9

107.1
106.3
104.6
85.3
79.3
75.0

Saturday's schedule
James Madison at University of Maryland
William & Mary at Rhode Island
New Hampshire at Northeastern
Connecticut at Colgate
Villanova at Pittsburgh
Richmond at Rutgers

EVERY BODY'S GYM

FREE tanning sessions

Only 1 mile from campus
State-of-the-art equipment

• Step & Kick Boxing Classes

FREE training sessions

• No joining fees

Rock Climbing

• Heavy bag & gloves

■

Offer good for STUDENTS and FACULTY

44 Miller Circle

Behind Wendy's on South Main St.

ih 574-AGYM

+
J
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Do you

f Off Cam

BUI E CAM!

wta

?
o ^ou can be in the student directory

& your friends can find you!
2. So the university can keep in touch with you
3. So you don't get a hold on your records—

W HlaJibJ ©own Under
• Off Campus Life
• Financial Aid Office
• Cashier's Office

•
•
•
•

Registrar's Office
Registration/Card Center
Warren Info Desk
Graduate School

Pick up & return complete & legible card to any above location!

DEADLINE: Friday, Sept. 4, 1998
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Soccer

continued from page 31

Jiki Budalich, who started every game on the
vine last year, will probably push forward
and play as a withdrawn striker.
Attack is the biggest question for the
Dukes, as it lost its two of its leading scorers
rom last year to graduation.
Geoff Honeysett is now playing professionilly in the A-League for the Hershey (Pa.)
Wildcats, and Jake Edwards has moved on to
play for Wrexham of the English second division.
Senior Mike Brizendine will be expected to
rick up most of the scoring slack. Brizendine
vas the team's leading goal-scorer in 1996 and
1997, and ranks eighth on JMU's all time chart
In that category.
Sophomore Ivar Sigurjonsson, who scored
seven goals last year, will also be relied on
leavily this year.
Martin said, "Defending well as a team .. .
lakes time, but it doesn't take nearly as long as
getting something going on the attack."
Perhaps the most intriguing preseason battle has been in goal, where junior Bill DuRoss
has been challenged by nearly every goalie on
the roster.
DuRoss, who led the region and conference
ast year with a 0.86 goals-against average, has
>een pushed by Brandon Barber, a transfer
from UNC-Charlotte, as well as sophomore
tobert Clark Irwin, freshman Josh Kovelenko,
»nd senior Eric Hymowitz. As of now, the
final decision has not been made as to who
w\\\ mind the nets.
"It's Billy's (DuRoss) Job to lose, Billy's still
goal, but he's getting pushed," Martin said.
DYLAN BOUCHERLE/p/ioto editor
The Dukes need to situate themselves The Dukes will rely heavily on speedster Mike Brizendine for offense as
ickly, as an unforgiving in- and out-of-con- they begin their 1996 campaign Friday night.

fernce schedule lies ahead. In addition to facing four of last year's tournament teams, JMU
will tangle with a mix of some of college soccer's most well-established programs, as well
as the latest emerging powers. In addition to
the CAA schedule, the Dukes will face North
Carolina State University, Duke University,
West Virginia University and Philadelphia
Textile.

The better people you
can play [now], the
better off you 're going to
be down the road."
Tom Martin

JMU men's soccer coach
"Some people may criticize us for [scheduling such a tough season] with [the players] we
lost, but I disagree with that," Martin said.
"The better people you can play [now], the
better off you're going to be down the road.
If s going to do wonders for the fact that about
half our team is freshmen and sophomores."
Madison kicks off the season tomorrow at 7:30
p.m. at Reservoir Street fields when the Dukes face
a talented Northeastern University team in the
JMU/Sheraton Four Points Hotel Invitational
Tournament.
The game will he played under newly installed
lights, and figures to be, a key match up for JMU.
The Dukes then conclude the tournament on
Sunday at 3:30 p.m.jvhen they face Vanderbilt
University.

MIDNIGHT
MADNESS SALE

CVCl^WMKS

Friday, September 4
— 9RM.-2A.M. • ' .
• Food and refreshments
• Check out our demo bikes
• Savings on HUNDREDS of bikes
1
cannondale
HANDMADE IN USA

4?
m

i

774 East Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Down the hill from Papa John's

#
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Adult
Boutique

Come learn what hundreds ofJMU Students have come to know by making a
one day first jump with the Skydiving professionals at Skydive Orange!
All training is by USPA ^^-^
thousands of first time /}&
to keeping you and.
skydiving! It's all on
or call 540-942-3871
discounts!
AFF,
Wheeeee! You may
have made Skydiving a

rifi*

*U
CXi

Alternative clothing,
lingerie, accessories, videos,
adult novelties

rated staff who have trained
Skydivers and are dedicated
your fellow JMU Students
www.skydiveorange.com,
and ask about JMU
Tandem, Static Line,
find out why many of us
way of life!

Mon-Sat 10 a.m. -9 p.m.
3051 S. Main Street

BACK ISSUES OK THE
BREEZE FROM THE
1997-98 SCHOOL YEAR
ARE NOW- AVAILABLE
IN THE BREEZE OFFICE
IN THE BASEMENT OF
ANT'HONY-SEEGER
HALL WEEKDAYS 8
A.M. TO 5 P.M. THE
ISSUES WILL BE
RECYCLED AFTER 9/11.

432-6403

FIRE
LANE

WHmm&xm

....... ^Sj

nivo Razz

TRY THE RAZZ SCOOTER
Also in stock now:

No TAqs.

Beanbags
By-the-piece bedroom
furniture
Futons
Bookcases

No TiTlE.

All at discount prices

No

1157 South High Street
(Just South of Luigi's Pizza

433-0909
Store Hours:
Mon-Fri 10-6
Sat
10-4
Delivery Available
Visa. Mastercard. Discover,
American Express Accepted

INSURANCE.

No PRoblEM.
Early s Cycle Center, Inc.

*£&S

VIRGINIA'S LEADING YAMAHA DEALER

1921 South High St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

540-433-2585

e
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WEEK IN
Thursday, September 3, 1998
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

Today 9/3

Fri. 9/4

Sat. 9/5

Volleyball:
at West Virginia
University Invitational

No games scheduled.

Men's Soccer
JMU/Sheraton Four
Points Hotel Invitational
VCU vs Vanderbilt 5:00
JMU vs Northeastern 7 JO

Sun. 9/6

Mon. 9/7

Field Hockey:
Ball State at Norfolk, Va.
I p.m.
Men's Soccer:
JMU/Sheraton Four
Points Hotel Invitational
VCU vs Northeastern 1:00
JMU vs Vanderbilt 3:30

Football:
at Maryland

6:00

Field Hockey:
at Old Dominion*
1:00
Volleyball:
at West Virginia
University Invitational
Women's Soccer:
at Virginia
7:00

No games scheduled.

Home games in bold.
* denates conference game.

TODAY
Tampa Bay at Minnesota 1:15
Cleveland at Detroit 7:05
Boston at Toronto 705
Arizona at Pittsburgh 1:35
Colorado at Milwaukee 8:05
FRIDAY
Cleveland at Detroit 7:05
Boston at Toronto 7:05
NY Yankees at Chi While Sox 805
Minnesota at Texas 10O5
Kansas City at Anaheim 10O5
Baltimore at Seattle 10O5
Tampa Bay at Oakland 10:35
Montreal at Florida 7:05
ChiXubs at Pittsburgh 7:05
Atlanta at NY Mets 7:40
Philadelphia at Milwaukee 8:05
Cincinnati at St Louis 8:10
San Diego at Colorado 9:05
Houston at Arizona 905
San Francisco at Los Angeles 10O5

SATURDAY
NYYankeesatChi WWteSax705
Boston at Toronto 4:05
Tampa Bay at Oakland 435
Cleveland at Detroit 7:05
Minnesota at Texas 8:05
Baltimore at Seattle 905
Kansas City at Anaheim 10:05
Houston at Arizona 3:05
Montreal at Florida 7:05
Chi. Cubs at Pittsburgh 7:05
Philadelphia at Milwaukee 7:15
San Diego at Colorado 8:05
Cincinnati at St. Louis 8:10
SUNDAY
NY Yankees at Chi. White Sox TEA
Cleveland at Detroit 1:05
Boston at Toronto 105
Tampa Bay at Oakland 4:35
Kansas City at Anaheim 805
Minnesota at Texas 8:05
Baltimore at Seattle 9:05
Montreal at Florida 105
Chi. Cubs at Pittsburgh 1:35

SUNDAY (continued)
Atlanta at NY Mets 1:40
Philadelphia at Milwaukee 205
Qneinnati at St Louis 2:10
San Diego at Colorado 3:05
Houston at Arizona 6:35
San Francisco at Los Angeles 805

NFL
SUNDAY
Atlanta at Carolina 1:00
Detroit at Green Bay 1O0
Jacksonville at Chicago 1O0
New Orleans at St Louis 100
Pittsburgh at Baltimore 1:00
Seattle at Philadelphia 1:00
Tampa Bay at Minnesota 1:00
Tennessee at Cincinnati 1:00
Washington at NY Giants 1:00
Arizona at Dallas 405
Buffalo at San Diego 4:15
Miami at Indianapolis 4:15
New York Jets at San Franri9Co4:15
Oakland at Kansas City 8:20
New England « Denver 820 (Mon.)
>
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PAGERS starting at $40!
Airtime as low as $7.50 a month!
Regional coverage available

INTOUCH

It's Real.

Communications

434-6767

84 West Water Street

it's SMOTHERING
It is an unr

nothing

CHISHOLM

IT'S
DEPRESSION.
It has a biolocical explanation.
It Strikes 1 in 10 Americans

It injects you with negativity.

It pulls 70U awa7 from
the world 7011 once knew

HARRISQNBURG, VA

IT'S NOT SUPPOSED TO BE LIKE THIS
SEPTEMBER
It's or.s-^t can be so subtle you lon'1 notice it.

IT CAN KILL YOU
IF YOU DON'T RECOGNIZE IT,

...treatment for it is very successful

#1 Cause of Suicide

UNTREATED

DEPRESSION

Public Service message from SAWE (Suicide AwarenessWoices of Education)
http://www.save.org

3
4&5
10
11&12
16
17
18&19
23
24
25&26
30

Sing Time Karaoke
Stonebridge
Sing Time Karaoke
Ironhorse w/Keith Bryant
Shooters (Rock, Blues, Soul)
Sing Time Karaoke
Mirage

♦

Blue Suede (Blues, Soul, Rock-n-Roll)
Sing Time Karaoke
Whitehorse
Rocktown (Classic Rock, Blues)

WEDNESDAY 8:00 P.M. -12:00 A.M.
THURSDAY 8:00 P.M. -1:30 A.M.
FRIDAY 8:00 P.M. -1:30 A.M.
SATURDAY 8:00 P.M.
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Home run explosion saves baseball once again

Not everyone applauded this evolution,
of course. The purists were appalled by
what they viewed as an uncomplicated,
Knight-Ridder
unthinking, swing-from-the-heels approach.
PHILADELPHIA — In the beginning,
In his excellent biography, "Ty Cobb,"
there was inside baseball. And it was., Charles C. Alexander notes: "In the same
good.
years in which Ruth's prodigious home
John McGraw, Little Napoleon, runs were helping to revolutionize the
managing the original Baltimore Orioles. sport, Cobb's attitude toward the mighty
Wee Willie Keeler hitting 'em where they Yankee slugger became increasingly
ain't. The holy trinity of the hit-and-run, contemptuous. It was more than the
the bunt and the stolen base. Ty Cobb.
natural rivalry of two great stars
Baseball in the deadball era was a chess competing within the same league. It was
match. Managers played for one run from also the special rivalry of two men who
the first pitch, knowing that just might be represented radically contrasting
x
the difference.
approaches to the game. Cobb appears to
A cover of Harper's Weekly: A Journal have grasped early and completely the
of Civilization featured a pen-and-ink fundamental threat Ruth posed to his
drawing of men in straw boaters crowding whole set of values."
around a city street corner as a kid on a
No matter. The owners couldn't help
stepladder posted inning-by-inning scores but notice that Ruth helped the Yankees
from around the big leagues. The date was draw a major league record 1,289,422 in
Sept. 23, 191i, the caption simple yet 1920.
eloquent: "The Ruling Passion."
When the magnificent, new Yankee
There was no way of knowing that, Stadium was dedicated in April 1923, the
eight years later, the first outlines of the distance from home plate to the rightfield
Black Sox scandal would plunge baseball . foul pole was just 296 feet, forming an
into crisis.
inviting porch for the lefthanded-hitting
Then along came Babe Ruth. Ruth to aim at. This was not a coincidence.
Flamboyant, charismatic, Ruth became the
Home runs now were the official elixir
perfect sports hero for what later would be of major league baseball, guaranteed to
defined as the Roaring Twenties.
cure whatever ailed the game.
He hit 29 home runs in 1919, then
This has been a constant through the
considered a flabbergasting number. He years. Did Bob Gibson have a mindfollowed that in 1920 by hitting an boggling 1.12 earned run average for the
incredible 54 homers.
Cardinals in 1968, the same season that
Baseball had been saved. And it never Boston's Carl Yastrzemski led the
would be the same again.
American League with a .301 average?
by Paul Hagen

JlfWU

Four Points*
H OT B L 8

Sheraton

Quick. Lower the mound. Tighten up
the strike zone. And it was done.
Hall of Famer Earl Weaver, who
managed the present incarnation of the
Orioles, liked to cackle that his secret to
success was "good pitching and three-run
homers."
Periodically it is muttered darkly,
mostly by pitchers, that the authorities
have gone overboard in their zeal to see
home runs disappear over distant fences.
Mark McGwire

Sammy Sosa

Home Runs
Games left
•Late game

Usually, the suspicion takes the form
that the balls themselves have been made
more jet-propelled.
Maybe. But this much seems certain.
For the second time this century, the home
run might just be saving baseball from
itself.
After the crippling strike of 1994, the
owners made a sobering discovery: The
only thing worse than a World Series that
might have been fixed is no World Series
at all.
Attendance fell drastically. Baseball, the
pundits intoned, was in critical condition.

MEN'S SOCCER

Sheraton Four
Points Hotel
Invitational

The sport started to rebound last year
when Mark McGwire and Ken Griffey
made a run at one of baseball's most
sacred records - 61 homers in a season, set
by Roger Marts in 1961.
Suddenly, it seemed, it was cool again
to tune into ESPN "SportsCenter" for the
screaming baseball cartoon, to see who
had gone yard that night.
This year has been more of the same as
baseball's revival has followed in lockstep.
Charts have sprouted in newspapers to
trace the chase of Maris. Sammy Sosa
slugged his way into the nation's
consciousness with a record 20 home runs
in a single month. Thousands arrive early
to watch McGwire take batting practice.
Some of this can be attributed to luck.
The players who have a chance to
challenge the record have, for the most
part, stayed healthy. The fact that the
headliners don't just hit home runs but
launch majestic shots that rattle off the
upper decks doesn't hurt, either.
Some is by design. The newer ballparks,
like Oriole Park at Camden Yards seem to
have been designed specifically to
encourage offensive fireworks. And older
venues such as Busch Stadium have been
modified to become more hitter-friendly.
And some is inevitable after two
expansions in five years, an economic
decision by the big cigars that has resulted
in diluted pitching being further watered
down.
AH these factors have converged. And it
is good. At least, it's good for a sport that
was in need of a pick-me-up. Again.

SEPTEMBER

TH

4

VCt vs. Vanderbilt
5:00 pm
JMU vs. Northeastern 7:30 pm

^g^FREE T-SHIRTS FOR
■ JMU STUDENTS!
FREE t-shirts to the first 250 JMU students,
courtesy of the ^ VMM LOTTERY

errggl Faculty/Staff Appreciation Night!
Your JAC card gets you & your family in FREE!

First NIGHT GAME at Reservoir
Street Field!
J-^r Stay for the fireworks show
<y
following the JMU game!

SEPTEMBER 6™
VCU vs. Northeastern
JMU vs. Vanderbilt

1:00 pm
3:30 pm

Catch the FREE shuttle bus at Godwin Hall 45 minutes prior to game time.
JMU Students • Bring your JAC Card for FREE admission!

H
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fie is yen free dice king.
ik Card with no monthlv
maintenance fee. / ree online acci
iTvfWI
access. No ininimnin balances. Even vour
ver) own credit card. And Wachovia has
branches and ATMs all over ^he place;

Tell your parents you're putting all the
money you save on this account into CDs.
Youve go) enough on your mind with
books, tuition and mone) for the latest
CDs. You shouldn't have to worry aboul
the cost ol banking.

WACHOVIA

1 80O WACHOVIA
WWW.WACHOVIA.COM
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Dukes.

continued from page 31

to step right in and help defensively.
"We nave a lot of strong freshman this
year," Wolden added.
The Dukes hope that the combination of
experience and a strong freshman class
prove to be a winning equation. It will not
be an easy road, however. The schedule
includes seven teams who appeared in last
year's NCAA tournament, including the
University of Connecticut, who advanced
to the championship game and enters this
season ranked at number four.

BaV

Af

a

^^k"W

en's Soccer

iJZk

Head coach — Dave Lombardo
1997 record— 13-7-2
Opening Game
Sept. 5 at University of Virginia
7 pm
Home Opener
JMU/Sheraton Four Points
Hotel Invitational

>

vs George Washington 9/18

7:30 pm

^

JMU will open Saturday at the
University of Virginia, who is currently
ranked sixth nationally. The Dukes tied
UVA 1-1 last October in Charlottesville,
but it was the Cavaliers who knocked the
Dukes out of the NCAA tournament in the
first round, 3-1.

TV

CP
DYLAN BOV^HEKLEJphoto editor

Ready to Go!!
Coach David Lombardo and members of JMU's women's soccer team look
on as the Dukes gear up for the 1998 season. JMU meets the University of
Virginia Saturday in Charlottesville in the season opener.

Plan 9 presents an exclusive promotion to celebrate
Flouting Gravity's national release on Mercury Records:

"You and Everybody Else"
LIMITED TIME OFFER!
RESERVE YOUR CD MOW AMD
GET A FREE UMITED EDITION
HGOTtrG GRAVITY T SHIRT

$12.99
PLUS

IN STORE ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE IY FIGHTING GRAVITY
JU nan 9 in

(M12 W. Gary StJ Ml
Tret ANB ajBjnjBjaaf osr i

14 al 11 00 PM - FREEI

MID

FREE FIGHTING GRAVITY FAN APPRECIATION SHOW
ON MAYO ISLAND • SAT. SEPT 19
starts at 445 PM
MAVf HUM IS MttTU Sff TK 1

I IT

In Kroger Shopping Center • 1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
www.plan9music.com

J
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The Groovin' Move-In
Super Sale
Great deals for your dorm or
apartment from Crutchfield
■ All telephones on sale
■ All boomboxes on sale
■ All bookshelf systems on sale
■ All portables on sale
■ Plus sale prices on selected
components including these:

CD Boombox
Built-m CD player with 20-track programming and random play>. AMrTMI tuner -dual cassette
deck with dubbing and synchro-start CD recording • remote control Model CF-ZW165

SONY.
Portable MiniDisc
Player/Recorder
The digital way to record
your music and take it with
you anywhere • shockresistant memory • editing
and titling Model MZR30

SONY.

S-Disc CD Changer

Easy to use carousel-type changer with the features that make it
easy to record CDs. including peak level search, time edit and
fade in/out • direct disc access from the frorjt panel * Jog dial lets
you spin right to the song you want to hear. Model CDP-E215

SONY.
Cordless Phone
with Digital
Answering
Machine

Superior clarity, the
convenience of
cordless AND the
ease of a digital
answering machine
• 25-channel
autoscan • base
keypad with speakerphone • 20-minutes of message
storage • time/day
stamp Model SPPAQ600

229!

3-CD Shelf System

3-dtsc carousel CD changer with 32-disc programming and random play • AM/FM tuner • dual cassette
deck • remote control • 2-way speakers Model
NSXA505

KENWOOD Portable CD Player
Sports-style design for active people • shock-resistant
memory • in-line remote control • two-level bass
boost Model DPC-885

SONY 200-Disc CD Changer
Store all your CDs where they're loaded and ready to play • Group
your CDs into as many as 8 different categories • Spin to the disc
you want using the jog dial, or use the remote control. Model
CDP-CX210

Bookshelf
Speakers
Shelf System with 5-Disc Changer

KENWOOD 100-watt/channel Receiver
Plenty of power for all but the biggest speakers • Switchable SRS
processing for added depth • 6 audio inputs • AM/FM tuner with
40 presets • electronic bass and treble controls • connections and
front panel controls for two pairs of speakers • remote control
included Model 104AR

50 watts per channel • 5-disc CD changer •
Panasonic
dual auto-reverse cassette deck • AM/FM tuner • wake-up and
sleep timers • remote control • equalizer • aux input for video
sound or MiniDisc • detachable speakers Model SC-AK25

Be sure to check out our Outlet
department for catalog closeouts
and returns with prices up to 40%
below retail!

A\

Very high quality, with
great imaging and bass
response • highly efficient • 8" woofer (ported), 1" AeroFoam
tweeter Model 208 HO

CRUTCHFIELD
Market Square East (RL 33,1 Mock east of 1-81, behind Pargo's)
(540) 434-1000 Mon.-Sat. 10 to 7 Fridays mrW 8
< 11
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Seth Burton
sports editor
0-0
00-00-0
.000

Mike Gesario
asst sports editor
0-0
00-00-0
.000

Courtney Crowiey
editor
00
00-00-0
.000

Jason Mclntyre
copy editor
0-0
* 00-00-0
.000

Tom Scala
BmeDedfftEdkkr
00
ooooo

Auburn
Tennessee
Penn St.
Michigan
Michigan St.

Virginia
Tennessee
R?mSt
Michigan
Michigan St.

Auburn
Syracuse
Penn St.
Notre Dame
Michigan St.

Auburn
Syracuse
Penn St.
Michigan
Michigan St.

Virginia
Tennessee
Penn St.
Michigan
Michigan St.

Denver

fenver

N.Y. Giants
N.Y. Jets
Indianapolis
Dallas
Minnesota

N.Y. Giants
San Fransisco
Miami
Arizona
Minnesota

Last week
Season total

Winning percentage.

Uiburn vs. Virginia
[Syracuse vs. Tennessee
iPenn St. vs. Southern Miss
[Michigan vs. Notre Dame
[Michigan St. vs. Oregon

IF?TCT«I

;en\ < i

Washington
SanFransisoo
Indianapolis
Arizona
Tampa Bay

[Washington vs. N.Y. Giants
iSan Fransisco vs. N.Y. Jets
Liami vs. Indianapolis
las vs. Arizona
(Minnesota vs. Tampa Bay

Ladies and gentlemen, with an extra emphasis on the lades... we are BACK.
Picks of the Week returns with the defending and reigning champion Seth
Burton attempting to hold onto his title. And what you may ask, is that title?
What will these four freaks be biting and scratching for? If Seth has his way,
basically second place. However, the winner will receive the world's largest
stick of Slim Jim, with only the ceremonial bite Seth took out of it last season
sullying its amber hue. In addition, a free copy of Titanic, which I waited up for

Wilderness

ire
rawrWtr

N.Y. Giants
SanFransisoo
Miami
Dallas
Tampa Bay

N.Y. Giants
San Fransisco
Miami
Dallas
Tampa Bay

.000

all night the other day will be thrown in for the winner. — Or are they the
loser? It dosen't really matter, as Jason Mac has been locked in his darkned
room for days with Beano Cook and Lee Corso poring over and memorizing
the new USA TODAY/AP Bowl Alliance ranking system At least that's what
he said they were doing. Mike Gesario brings a Jersey attitude to the table, but
he'll only see the scores if we can pry him away from WWF Raw or his beloved
Rebecca Lobo. More on Notre Dame nut Courtney Crowley next week.

1544 East Market Street
j0(f>n the access road to the Sheraton)

Qnens "plus...

434-7234

Hours: Mon-Tue 10-6
Wed-Fri 10-8
Sat 9-5

Your source for kitchen, bed & bath,
linens and accessories

http://www.wildv.com

It's the

Show your college ID and receive 10% off all
regularly priced merchandise, including:

SUMMER SALE

Candles
Bath & Body Lotions and Gels
Shower Curtains and Accessories
Placemats and Napkins
Collectibles

and Kodah is throwing out some bones . . .

Gift and Bridal Registry
Available
540-574-4292 • 1-888-546-3679
Mon thru Fri 10:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sat 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Stop in and check out additional sale items and FREE dog biscuits to any
interested pet owners t
Salt Price's GoodOriln Stock Uents.Onlyy\ t
,,',,,■>»
> ) >

1H2 Neff Avenue »Harrisonburg • VA • 22X01 • (across from Valley Mall)
■

.

■

i

J
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JSS

SHENTEL

^HnB- Part-Time Retail Sales Representative
Shenandoah Personal Communication Co., a subsidiary of
Shenandoah Telecommunications Co., is currently seeking qualified
applicants to fill part-time sales positions ini its Harnsonburg Sprint
Spectrum PCS store. Qualified applicants should have customer service
and retail experience. Knowledge of the wireless industry is highly
desirable. Applicants must also be computer literate and have excellent
communication, organization and problem-solving skills. Must also be
available for Saturday hours.
Qualified applicants may apply in person at Sprint Spectrum: 182 Neff
Ave H'burg VA 22801; send resume to Cynthia F. Soltis, Personnel Manager,
Shenandoah Telephone Company, P.O. Box 459, Edinburg, VA 22824;

fax: (540) 984-8192 or email to csoltis@shenteI.net

EOE

BACK ISSUES OP THE
BREEZE FROM THE
1997-98 SCHOOL YEAR
ARE NOW. AVAILABLE
IN THE BREEZE OFFICE
IN THE BASEMENT QF
ANTKONY-SEEGER ■
HALL. WEEKDAYS 8

A.M. TO 5 P.M. THE'
ISSUES WILL BE
RECYCLED AFTER 9/11.

KEY WEST
OPEN BOOK
USED BOOKS
1429 S. MAIN
(Comer South Ave.)
433-7766
openbook@gte.net

BUY USED AND SAVE
Plus
September Birthdays Sale
E.R.Burroughs, A.Dairy, A.Lurie,
M.Renault, R.Wright .A.Beattie,
O.Henry, D.H.Lawrence, A.Christie,
H.L.Mencken, K.Kesey,
H. G. Wells, W.Golding.W.Faulkner,
Cervantes, F.S. Fitzgerald,
T.S.Eliot, L.Tolstoy,
& more!

Open 7 days a week
until 7 pm

BEACH BAR & GRILL

BEST PROMOTIONS IN TOWN

College Night [
i

#1 Night in
Harrisonburg

,
j

fjmmfHr
Ml Call Harrisonburg transit. They'll take you I
^
lo and from Ke) Wes1 upon your request! I

KEY WEST

i

FREE APPETIZER

!

Beach bar & Grill
Choice of cheese fries, quesadillas,
chicken/buffalo tenders, buffalo wings
One per table

I

Good for Eat in at lunch/Dinner I
20 West Mosby Road 455-3895 I
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HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (Sept. 3) Work is a
challenge this year. You're learning more than
earning, but don't complain. You*re gaining
valuable confidence. December won't go as
planned, so stay flexible. Your dreams are
most likely to come true in January. A workrelated surprise in February is to your
advantage, if you keep your goals in mind. A
partner puts in a good word for you in March,
and the old rule works best in May.
Remember what you've learned when you
face pressure in August.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)—Today is a 5
— A foreigner may have just the answer you're
looking for — regarding your home or
someone you live with, or a different way of
looking at the situation there. Let people know
what's going on with you. How else can they
give you their sage advice?

Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today is a 6
— There's no shortage of money out there. All
you have to do is find a need and fill it You're
good at that too. Did you know that Cancer is
To get the advantage, check the day's rating: the sign of the multimillionaire? It's not just
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
because you're good at taking care of other
people. It's also because you hold on to what
you have.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today is a
6 — Something you've been thinking about
replacing could be fixed instead. You don't Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a 5 —
know how, but a friend does. If you need to A partner is giving you a shove in the right
pay this person, it might be worth the money, direction. This person has more of an analytical
but a trade is also possible. It looks like you mind than you do and is the one to help you
have something this other person needs too.
plan your next move. Today, it looks like he or
she has some very good advice and some
confrontational but supportive coaching too.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) —Today is a Listen carefully. Take notes if necessary..
5 — Don't be dismayed if you run into an
obstacle' today. Life is full of obstacles, but
they're only there to make us stronger. You Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today is a 6
might as well look at it like that They're made — You have a greater sense of-your own
to be dissolved, climbed over, crawled around destiny, which is good, but the work is getting
or somehow managed. Think of them as more difficult You may not have time to meet
building blocks and treat them accordingly.
with your friends today, but stay in touch You

need their encouragement and support That's Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan. 19) — Today is
especially true of an older person who lives far a 6 — Looks like you have bills to pay. While
away. That one will help you stay centered. you're at it, throw in something just for fun.
Make the call.
How about a down payment on a cruise? Even
if you have to wait before you can go, start
planning now. It's the carrot dangling at the
Libra (Sept 23-Oct 23) — Today is a 6 end of the stick that's keeping you motivated
— The dream you had last night could come Make it a big, fat juicy one!
true. It was probably a nice one, so don't worry
if you can't remember it. You might run into a
problem early in the day, but don't let that get Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today is a
you down. A surprising romantic development 5 — You need to follow through on something
later makes everything else seem insignificant you've already begun. That could be paying off
a debt. Looks still like you're negotiating
something that will improve the quality of life
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) — Today is a 5 at home, so don't worry about it. It's a tough
— There's a situation to deal with at home. decision and there are lots of variables, but
Something may be breaking down, or you're good at making tough decisions.
somebody wants to spend hours in seemingly
meaningless conversation. The problem is that
both you and the other person are set in your Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today is a
ways. If you can't reach a compromise, a 5 — What you're learning now is pretty
stalemate might have to do.
technical in nature. You might even have to read
the manual to find out what's going on. This is
not your favorite thing to do, but don't despair. It
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)—Today is might go slowly, but the more you can manage
a 6 — If education is what you need in order to to grasp now, the easier your life will be in the
take the next step, you're in luck. This is an future.
excellent day to start a new study program. It
doesn't matter whether you go to school or
pick up a book at the library. The point is
you're willing to take on something that once Tribune Media Services
looked too difficult to tackle.

CRAFT
HOUSE

Oil change in 10 minutes or less!

•Discontinued wooden gift items that
you can personalize - 50% off!

o

•Ceramic beads with Greek letters
Great for keychains and necklaces
WE HAVE

OF
pAPpLrruAM*

5% Off Drive-thru,
no hassle, oil change*
w/ JAC card

We feature a touchless automatic car wash
and 4 self-service bays ALL with warm water,
SPOT FREE rinse and heated floors.
Behind Valley Mall next to
MIDAS on Deyerle Avenue, just
off University Boulevard.
♦*•#**♦*«»**♦♦♦♦♦♦•

(540) 564-2625

10%
A*Fd&
OFF
WITH COMts**
£
JAC m
*
u
CARD/
*Fon

v#oot>tH
PADDLES

pAU*1*8

A

btNSnrrr,

313-CNeff Ave., Behind Volley Mall
Hours:Mon. - Fri 9-8, Sat. 9-5

432-0695 • 434-9987
..<•

,,t,....,,

■■ t < i
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Harrison-burgs Most Complete Music Store
Home Theater
Car Audio ,
Guitars
Drums
r1
Percussion ^ rwM
PA

i

MK

PA Rentals

9A

rtman

motor sales, #nc
SALES

Show your JMU ID

for a 10% discount
off regular price
on any
purchase
during
iii September.
Maximum
0\ discount $50

8:00-7:00 Mon.-Fri.
8:00-5:00 Sat.
SERVICE
7:30-5:30 Mon.-Fri.

T

http://home.rica.net/acemusic

Stereo • Video • Car Audio • Musical Instruments • PA • PA Rer

2990 S Main Street, Harrisonburg • 434-4722

MUSIC 'N
|*x£SS
95
ELECTRONICS - **«*

Neon Highline Sedan

8:00-12:00 S.t ^
7:30-5:00 Mon.-Fri. -re——^
8:00-12:00 Sat. *££5±£±!l
Q uadpe
JeepjEnnie
ChTjsIeroPIjmoutli
171T 5. Him, KnriMinhijrn

[f you haven't (old your
family you're an
organ and tissue donor.
you're not.
To be an organ and tissue
donor, even if you've signed
something, you must tell your
family now so they can carry
out your decision later. For a
free brochure on how to talk
to your family, call
1-800-355-SHARK
n&Tissue
E K- |E a»» jS *o»«

■

J

your Inner-seH

•Aromatherapy
•Spiritual Books
•Candles
W/ J
•Native American Art

Therapeutic Massage
Tues.-Sat 11 ajn.-5;00 p.m
(or by appointment)
93 E. Elizabeth Street
(behind the Post Office)

432-6155

Join us Sunday night Sept. 6 at the
Mainstreet Bar & Grill as WBOP presents
"The Back Poors."
The Shocking Re-incarnation oi
Jim Morrison and The Poors
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SOAP OPERA UPDATES
All My Children
David watches while Liza checks her
pregnancy results - get a life David Liza tells
him the seed has been planted and the rabbit
died or something like that, and he's ready to
celebrate. Liza has a teary-eyed female moment
and tells David what this pregnancy really
means to her - she's glowing. Liza leaves and
David gets depressed when he finds a photo of
Adam stashed in Liza's desk.

Another World
Marley suggests that Vicky should sleep by
herself, and Jake- vofcmteers to stay in Vicky's
tent but ends up deciding to camp with Marley
and the boys. Jake told Vicky he would really
like to be with her that night. Meanwhile,
Tyrone shows up and Marley ditches the kids
and does some fast talking so she does not
throw him off. Tyrone and Kirkland wanted
Marley to ask her friend to join mem, but she
claims that he was too busy. Vicky feels left out
as Marley and Jake tell ghost stories to the
boys.
As the World Turns
James sips on cognac, basking in his success.
Emily readies that steamy tape as it gets closer
to show time. Meanwhile, Margo comes home
and promises Tom that she is totally devoted to
him. Adam mentions how he heard stories
about his mother and Eddie. Margo tells her

entire family that Eddie was just a friend who
helped her. She emphatically states that nothing
ever happened between them on that island.
The entire family seems relieved to hear that
news. Margo goes upstairs to change, and Tom
gets a phone call to turn on his television. He
hits the clicker and sees the steamy scene
between Margo and Eddie. Tom is horrified
and turns it off, but Adam wants to sec more
and he snaps it back on. When Margo enters
the room, Tom glares at her and she is totally
stunned by what she sees on that television
screen.

perhaps he should cool it with her, considering
they are the hospital gossip. Carrie also
confides in Mike that Austin wants her to go to
the wedding. He tells her he can't make the
decision for her but that he will be there himself
even though he is not a big fan of Sana's.
General Hospital

One Life to Live
Todd is still watching Tea and Kevin and now
his hands are totally clenched. He puts on an
act that he is totally hurt and confused, and he
simply asks: "Why are you doing that?' Cassie,
who has now entered, has the exact same
question. She wants to know why they are
doing that as well. Tea rushes to Tom and just
caves into his arms. Tea finally believes he is
not acting. In the meantime, Cassie goes postal
at Kevin. She can't believe he could be so dam
cold where Tom is concerned. She did throw
into the mix here mat she still loves him but she
wouldn't trust him ever again.

Robin tells Jason she still loves him and has no
intentions of going anywhere. Of course, Mac
gets Jason in for questioning, but Jason won't
give too much information. Naturally, Jason
wants things handled his way. Mac tells Tagg
The Bold and the Beautiful
to get him locked up no matter what. Justus
finally arrives to spring Jason, and he looks as
Grant wants Macy to considcr having Thome's though he's had a few too many cocktails the Port Charles
baby. Macy cannot believe she could even night before. Jason accuses him of bailing on
expect her to try that. She simply won't talk him, and Justus denies that he sold him out.
Frank tells Lark that Julie's defense technique
about it and then walks away from him. She
will involve naming someone else as the killer.
later findThim collapsed and calls 911 right Guiding Light
Apparently, Lark is the one Lee will name. The
away to get him to the hospital. Macy asks
trial begins and Lark freaks at Julie. She tells
Sally to come fast, and Grant is slipping in and Dolly urges Reva to get on with her life, and her flat out that "setting her up" is not the wiy
but of iL A panicked Macy clutches his hand she tells her she could lose Josh forever if she to go. Julie tunes her out Lark freaks when the
and tells him she won't ever leave, his side. doesn't straighten up. Dolly .begs Reva to defense team .portrays her as a cold blooded
Thome lets Darla know he believes Grant may imagine what it could have been like if Josh killer. Frank takes Lark to see Susanne, who
have a good idea. Darla thinks Grant has lost it had to tell the kids she was gone. She then finally remembers purchasing the box, and she
and wonders how he could expect Macy to deal returns Reva's necklace that she was buried now claims it was not Lark who asked her to
with his upcoming death and plan to have a, with. She tells Reva not to. throw it all away buy that box. She says it was someone else but
baby with another man.
and thpn vanishes. Reva is unsure if she was she just can't remember who it was. Frank feels
dreaming, but then she notices she' is'wearing Susanne's latest statement will kill Lee's
Days of Our Lives
that necklace. Welcome to the Twighlight defense plans and simply cast the light of
Zone, kids!
suspicion back on Julie.
Carrie fights more jealous feelings when she
sees Mike with Ah. She suggests to him that
-Tribune Media Services

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
8:30AM A tlOBAM
IIIUSTWY 9:38AM
EXCELLENT TEACHING
TRADITIONAL WORSHIP
BIBLE STUDY
FELLOWSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES TO SERVE
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE

434-6551

Frill WPIII if i liirtb ciipmit
ll.til piycli ii itudint ainds which cull
•ily Ii inlilied by living it Miiricis.

F.

17 N. COURT SQUARE

15% IFF IITI CILLEfiE ITIIEIT II CUD.

nun mi

It-witti
• * ■ 11—i ■ ■ i ■
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COMICS
Stitchface & Sock \Bob & Marty Z

Thursday, Sept. 3, 1998

Somewhere Out There \Setb Thompson

GONW&fl Boons 6*Cu£6|

Ibcw^fiut 1 ALREM>
^/^>ri ^u. ^ MONEY

or

'F

J-iQuoR. /
&

)AR& SUPPOSED

»i

Sib Be ArCuss
pTdMY-AMwWg
[BOW

\FfeloR.|Tie>STK»i6t-T,>J

Delicatessen

SAVE $$ ON llUR BOOKS!
MAKE MO

SGA

itoc*row#i

LD BOOKS!

Vie re gfad gouVe back!
Take advantage of fhese discounts!

KSALE!

W$ « fAW

10% off
any regularty
priced items

. * 5 p.m.
stions? Call x6376

14 r-*«»f rat* I* *<•'*• '■*'***'

•-*» » * *

iy i J ■;;»■> -M ri i . j n1 r l/i * ■'. ullini..iirrni'

I

(with this coupon)
438-1028
1350B Peach Grove Ave.
offer
expires...^»
9/30/98
*
^» , • »

l^r*^*,

•* l^i1 !•■■ *^" *^« "^H "^P *^P ,^^»^^%.^^ ^W ^M .

i0%
<#
any regularly
priced items
(with this coupon)
433-4090
2035-51 E. Market St
offer expires 10/30/98
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$5 a story

$5 a story

WE HEED

SGA SGA
REPORTER
Reporter
FACULTY SENATE REPORTER
Faculty Senate Reporter

POLICE KElORTER
Police Reporter

Send Cover Letter, Resume and 3 Clips
to Katheryn or Brad c/o The Breeze or Call x.6699

$5 a story

$5 a story

IterSe

flccukemic rUvisi
It's about
It's about
It'- about
It'> about
It's about
It's about

ramperlmj
relaxing
t'eellnu ijood
behuj beautiful
Icniihi t/o

Tranquil <ti
i lomplctc Nail, 1 lair
& Skincarc, Facials,
in ithci ipy,
ipt utic Ma»auc
Waxing and
Pt Jicuro .ii prices

& Career Vmwment
'the former Offices of'Academic 'Advising and Career Services have merged]
Come and visit us in our new (ocationl

New Location:
Hours*

301 Wilson Hail

Monday - Friday, 8a.m.-5p.m.

i .in ,itlorJ.

escape.
239 E. Main St.
Luray.VA
540»743«1242
t >ltt

i ertlt'h ates
a liable

Mission:

To assist JMU students with academic & career
advising, choosing a major, deciding upon a
career direction and the job search process.

SorVICOSS Academic Advising for Freshmen & Undecided Students
Academic Advising for Student Athletes (Godwin Hall)
Academic and Career Decision-Making Programs
Academic and Career Development Workshops
Internships
Career Resource Center
Job Search Programs
On-Campus Interviews & Career Day Events

mt
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ACROSS
1 Insulated wiies
6 Penman at
'Chewa'
10 Gusniorth
1' Aaaasainated
Egyptian
19 Native Alaskan
20 Work tor
21 Soft drink
22 Wonderland girl
23 Barbers flower?
25 A Baldwin brother
26 Repairs
27 Doomea vamtura
28 Clint's fruit?
30 Sal of parts lo be
assembled
31 Of resistance to

100

101

102

32 Edge ol a printed
page
36 Until now
38 ReaftlrmsKS
43 Potential oaks
44 Writer Morrison
45 Get up
46 Jalopy
47 Change sale
prices
48 Pueblo people
49 Gentle
50 Funeral hymn
51 Boat" s triangular
power source
53 Slightly spoiled
54 Prohibited with
authority
55 Beanies and
berets
56 Hwy. sign
57 Helper
58 Com concoction
50 Pub preferences
60 Pete's (lower?

63 PasoMni movie of
1976
67
the Terrible
69 Cuaker pronoun
70 Before, in poetry
/1 Concoct
72 Photo faces, otten
/b 'MoonstrucK" star
76 Of an
assassinated
Roman dictator
78 Create a totem
pole. e.g.
79 Natural satellite
80 Pea holders
81 Inexact
82 Highest point
83 Bowlers targets
84 Satisfactory: slang
85 Cry-baby
86 One at the bacK
88 •Two Women* star
Sophia
89 "Gunsmoke* star
90 Selfless individual
92 Actor Alistair
93 Bens fruit?
97 Showing national
pride
103 Dressing choice
104 Ms. Fitzgerald
105 Aoolph's metal?
106 Mrs. Ralph
Kramden
10/ Up to something
108 Reliable
scuttlebutt
109 Old-time actor
Emeet_
110 Potato, slang
ill Carryall
112 Bristles on
grasses
113 Of an ecological
cycle

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
24
28
29
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
39
40
41
42
45
48
49
50
52
53

M Ballots
DOWN
Olympian Lewis
57 Pale
Imitation butter
58 French fathers
Checkers sioe
e\ AltllLoesofa
Fine, dry partic:es
peooie
ot matter
62 Heavy and inert
Hosiery
64 Spaca between
Second edit
leaf '/ems
Scoffer's laughs
65 Rental
New York canal
agreements
Furthermore
66 Title-holders
Mountaineer
68 Two-finger
bear
gesture
Shock
72 Sign of oamage
Goofiest
73 Knight's weapon
Taste test
74 • Ja Douce'
Toward shelter
75 Lowest female
Actress Memll
voice
Aussie rockers
76 Alternative lo a
John
Pepsi
interviewer/pianist
77 Scaremongers
Waterfalls?
79 Abuse
B'nth
80 Separate
In one's right mind
83 Game played on
Former Spanish
horseback
toehold in Africa
84 San
. California
Actress Mason
85 Child in Scotland
Solvent ingredient
87 Pulverizer
Turn around
88 Bind, as with cord
Asa's tableware?
91 In the dark
Long scarves
92 Staircase
Sorry "bout that
93 Unrurykk)
Byron's Ivy
94 Followers ot tra
League school
95 Module
Architect
96
homo (Behold
Saarinen
the man)
Excessive anger
97 Front of a shio
High-tailed it
98 Long, long time
Juliet's beau
99 Fairy-tale monster
Attempt a pickup
100 Junket
Hawkins Day . . 101 Lowest parts of
Winter quarters
small intestines
Tapestry in
102 440 in letters
'Hamlet'
105 College student's
Philanthropist
figure: abbr.

'"

Shenandoah Electronic Intelligence
Inc. (SEI) founded in 1987, is a growing
..ne. company specializing in the application
of leading-edge technology and electronics
SEI provides its commercial and government customers with
original solutions for a wide range of software and hardware
issues. SEI offers its employees many career challenges and
growth opportunities, as well a competitive benefits package
including 401 (k). profit sharing and a comprehensive insurance
package.

CLERICAL ASSISTANT
Seasonal workers wanted to sort
SEI, Inc.
files and perform related duties
at a file storage facility in
Harrisonburg. Excellent job for 220 University Blvd.
college students. Must be able Harrisonburg, VA 22801
to lift 40 lbs. Day and night shifts J^40lf3?;?f2° FAX
available immediately. Security resume @ sei-inc.com
EOE
clearance required.
For
application materials, see
receptionist at SEI, Inc. 220
University Blvd., Harrisonburg,
Virginia or fax, e-mail, or mail
your resume to SEI, Inc.

'•*
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i

THE • MS • WALK
FOR MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17,1998
The WALK starts atJMU...
Call 564-8403 for information

Muscl
scle Monday!
Sept. 7, 1998'

B5W

WIN T-SHIRTS AND GIFT CERTIFICATES

20%OFF!Drtffi^a^^-

rgy Gels & Creatine

CelMech ►$48.99

Introductory Offer

1

by Muscle Tech, Advanced Creatine
Ljaok for the savings the
first Monday of each
month! Join us for
MUSCLE MONDAYS!!

apparel

RPP.
Reg.

HOURS:
Mon-Fri
7:30a.m.-9p.m.
Sat 9a.m.-9p.m.
Sun 1p.m.-9p.m.

WE ACCEPT

• snacks

•

Price $57.99
$57.00

beverages

You don't have the power to make a difference?
You don't have the influence to make a change?
You don't have a voice to be heard'.'

PLUS...
Top pledge-raising Individual
Top pledge-raising Team
• Top pledge-average Team
• Largest WALK Team
• Drawing: $75+ pledge Walkers

KAY
I E W E L E R S
TV diamond people

sX

\V

Free Sheetz Gasoline - $100 Worth Each
"Ownership" of 1999 MS WALK Plaque
Free Domino's Pizza for 1 year
Free Mugs for every Team Member
Free Kay Jewelers Diamond Earrings

♦

(ike a fine

Wf^

*$

Do something about it.
Join SGA.
What: Pick up an application for Class ()fficer, Student
Government Senator or Representative.
When: NOW through September 11th.
Where: SGA Office, Taylor 234.

^ nation grows
more with time!

Questions: Contact x6376.

EPUCATI^W

©wet e© NEXT?
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Hotmail
from Microsoft

m

• ldMwtmaH-GorporaUort.-
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HUGE Porch Sale!
■Discounted and Discontinued Items"
■New-Feature Items"
■ FREE Sampling of Food Items ■

OW Country Store

Labor Day Weekend (Fri. thru Sun.)
call for info

1-81 & Pleasant Valley Rd.
(Exit 243) Harrisonburg

574 - 3099
All Day Sunday Buffet

ATTENTION

Lunch Buffet
Mon.-Sat. II a.m.-2p.m.
Mon.-Sat II a.m.-IOp.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.

Faculty/Staff
Are you getting
enough or too
many Breeze's
in your
building?

Chinese Restaurant
Lunch, Dinner, Carryout
3140 South Main St., Harrisonburg VA 22801

FREE DELIVERY
Minimum Order $10, Limited Area

SOUPS
Wnnlnn
F.gpdmp Soup
Hoi and Sour Soup
Vegetable Soup
Seafond Soup

540-433-0560
Pt.
1 00
1.00
1.65
1.00

Qt.
1 95
1.95
3.50
1.85
3 95

CHOW MEIN
Chicken or Vegetable
Beef or Pork
Shrimp

Past

CHOPSUEY

continued from page 13

Chicken or Vegetable
Beef or Pork
Shrimp

woman, Miss Lewinsky."
Of course we all now know this to be
another one of Slick Willie's lies. But if I
recall correctly, the Jones suit was thrown
out of court as completely unbased.
Again, I don't speak legalese fluently, but
something seems rather shaky about the
President being impeached for his testimony in a case that was thrown out of
court by a federal judge as having no basis
for trial.
And now Republicans and some shipjumping Democrats are clamoring for Mr.
Clinton to resign or be impeached. How
many of these men and women would
subject themselves to an audit of their last
20 years in office and come out smelling
like roses? I guess that's besides the point.
But men again, that's been the theme of
this entire investigation.
No matter what these opportunists
say, Mr. Clinton should finish the last two
years of his term. Aside from the fact that
this investigation has been driven by partisan politics, it's violated the most basic
principles of law and still has proven very
little. Ifs a sad state of affairs that the president could be impeached for breaking the
law when the very means by which this
has been determined has been completely
unlawful.
Despite my distaste for his personal
behavior, I, along with about two-thirds of
the rest of America, would hate to see a
competent president driven out of office
under such circumstances.

SWEET AND SOUR
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Sweet and Sour Pork
Sweet and Sour Shrimp
Triple Sweet and Sour

BEEF
Beef with Broccoli
Beef with Mixed Vegetables
Beef with Snow Peas
Green Pepper Steak
Beef with Mushrooms
Ti.rn.vt R«.f

Beef with Chinese Vegetables
•KungPaoBeef
.
'Beef with Black Bean Sauce

CHICKEN
Chicken with Broccoli
•Kung Pao Chicken
Cashew Chicken
Moo Goo Gai Pan
Chicken with Mixed Vegetables
Pineapple Chicken
Lemon Chicken
Curried Chicken
Green Pepper Chicken
Chicken with Mushrooms
Chicken with Black Bean Sauce

PORK
Pork with Mixed Vegetables
Pork with Snow Peas
Pork with Broccoli
•Twice Cooked Pork
•Pork with Peppen qnd Tomato

MQQ£HU(NoRice)

Moo Shu Chicken or Vegetable
Moo Shu Beef Shrimp or Poit
Combination Moo Shu

Qt5.75
5.75
5.95

Pi
2.95
2.95
3.25

Qt
5.75
5.75
5.95

Pi.
3.75
3.75
3.85
3.85

Qt.
6.95
6.95
7.50
7.75

Pt.
3.95
3.95
4.25
3.50
3.95
1.50
-3.95
-3.95
3.95

Qt6.95
6.95
7.25
5.25
6.95
5.25
7.25
7.25
6.95

Pt.
3.95
3.95
3.95
4.95
4.95
3.75
3.95
3.50
3.50
3.25
3.95
Pt
4.95
5.25
4.95
4.95
4.95

Qt6.95
7.25
7.95
6.95
6.95
6.25
6.25
5.25
5.25
6.95
6.95

COMBINATION PLATTERS
(Served with Egg Roll and Fried or Steamed Rice) Please Order by Number.
1. Chow Mein (Shrimp, Chicken. Beef or Pork).
4.95
2. Beef with Broccoli
_ 4.95
3. Green Pepper Steak
-4.95
4. Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
. 5.25
5. Moo Goo Gai Pan
- 5.25
6. Sweet and Sour Pork or Chicken .
. 6.25
7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables _
. 6.25
8. Beef with Mixed Vegetables
. 5.95
9. Chicken with Mixed Vegetables _
_5.95
•10. Kung Pao Chicken
. 5.95
11. Shrimp with Broccoli
. 6.25
• 12. General Tao's Chicken
6.25
• 13. Hunan Beef
. 5.95
•14. Szechuan Beef
. 5.95

FRIED RICE
Chicken or Pork
Beef or Shrimp
Vegetable
Combination

Qt
5.75
5.95
5.25
6.50

LO MEIN Wo flic*)

Portion
.4.95
. 4.95
. 5.95
4.95
6.85
6.25

EGGFOOYOUNC.

Portion
_4.95
.4.95
5.25
4.95
.6.25

Chicken Egg Foo Young _
Beef or Pork Egg Foo Young
Shrimp Egg Foo Young _
Vegetable Egg Foo Young
Combination Egg Foo Young

HOUSE SPECIALTIES

Portion
5.95
6.25
7.25

Green Jade Vegetables (Broccoli, Grren Pepper, Snow Peas)_
Szechuan Broccoli (Waterchestnuts, mushrooms, and carrots)

Pt.
3.25
3.50
2.95
3.85

Chicken Lo Mein
Beef of Pork Lo Mein
Shrimp Lo Mein
Vegetable LoMein
Combination Lo Mein
Chow Mei Foo (Rice Noodle)

SPECIAL DIET DISHES

|

Portion
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
8.25
7.95
8.25
8.25

Shrimp with Broccoli
Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
Shrimp with Snow Peas
Shrimp with Mushrooms _
•Hunan Shrimp•Szechuan Shrimp
•Szechuan Scallop with Vegetables.
•Scallops with Garlic Sauce

Qt
6.95
7.25
6.95
6.95
6 95

(Sauce Served with Silde. All Items Sieame iorStir-F ied)
Steamed Mixed Vegetables
Steamed Mixed Vegetables with Chicken
Snow Pea Pods and Waterchestnuts

Portion
-5.50
.6.50
.6.95
.5.95
5.95
5.95

SEAFOOD

1.00
2.50
3.50
5.50
5.25
2.50
3.50
Pt.
2.95
2.95
3.25

• Dishes are spicy
■ ■ Ml
Note: MSG. Salt or Oil may be omitted upon request.
Please request mild, hot or regular on spicy dishes.

Buddha Delight
Bamboo Shoots Black Mushrooms, Snow Peas
Bean Curd w. Black Mushrooms & Chinese Vegetables
Hunan Bean Curd
Curried Bean Curd
Bean Curd with Hot Ginger Sauce

APPETIZERS

Eggroll
Fried Wonton (8)
Dumpling (Steamd or Fried)
Shrimp Tempura (6)
BBQ Spareribs (6)
Fried Chicken Wings (6)
Cheese with ('rahmeat Fried Wonton

Friday and Saturday
Night Buffet 4:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
Closing Time: 11 p.m

VEGETABLE DISHES

1J.IJ
"7S

~^

Call usatx.6127

Manny Rosa is a senior finance major and
the managing editor.

DOUBLE HAPPINESS

Portion
5.95
6.95
6.25
5.50
5.50

•General Tao's Chicken _
•Five Flavored Shrimp
•Shrimp and Scallops Hunan Style
Triple Delight
Peking Duck (Half)
(Whole for 2)
•House Steak
Seafood Wor Bar
•Orange Chicken _
Sesame Beef _
•Crispy Shrimp
Seafood Delight
Combination in Bird's Nest
Seafood Bird Nest

_
.
.
.
.

7.95
7.45
8.25
9.45
7.95
9.50
18.00
. 8.50
9.50
_7.45
. 7.95
. 8.75
. 10.75
9.95
.9.95-
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Person To Share Townhouse with
3 JMU students. Private bedroom.
Furnished.
Male
preferred.
$220/mo. Available now.- Call
540-248-1351.
Female Roommate Wanted. 1211
Madison Manor. Furnished. VV/D,
$200/mo. + utilities. 83*6104.
College Station Townhouse. 3
men still need housemate. Nice,
clean, quiet end unit. Any mature,
responsible person wanted. 11
month lease. $220. call Paul 4337639.
Nlca completely furnished room
close
to
JMU
available
immediately. Kitchen privileges,
washer/dryer, cable, swimming
pool. $345/month. 432-9005 or
pager 540687-9369.

FOR SALE
Homabrewtag Equipment and
Rocktown Brewers, downtown. 52 E.
MateL 4326799.

Buy Now While Interest
Rates Are Low!!
One level living with extra
rooms on lower level.

Skis. Atomic ATC 7 190 cmjyrolia
bindings, boots- Lange XR 8,
sz.10. Kerma poles, extras. All for
$450 or will separate. 438-1202,
Brian.
Attention Students

Triple J. Consignment
welcomes you back!
19206South Main St, Hamsorburg.
fln the Cllne Energy Building
behind Jenkins Nationswide Ins.)
70s LlatMng, other styles, gifts.
* household Hems.
Evening hours past 5 p.m.

574-3636
King Size Water Bed. Fully baffled.
80-wld« x 97-long. White lacquer
finish. Four under bed storage
drawers. Bedding Included. $350.
Five drawer cherry dresser. $150.
20-Inch Sears Color TV with
remote. $50. All in excellent
condition. 4344200 or 2496579.
Guitar. Samlck left-hand electric,
practice amp, case, extras, $250.
438-1202. Brian.
Qreat Clothing, Hoasewares,
Books. Morel Gift & Thrift. 227 N.
Main.
For Sale Mobile Homo 1994
Liberty. 3 bedroom. 2 bath. 8284515.

HELP WANTED

111S HuibM Court - $128,900
1117 BfcMbM Court $129,900

Dependable Child-care Provider
Needed.
Flexible
hours.
Transportation required. 298-1560.

Convenient to JMU. RMH. Mai & 161
1838 Sq. Feet Finished
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath Mar ROOT
UUKy Room Man Floor
Spacious LMr^Drtng&Kfchan Area

Tutors Needed - For all subject
areas and levels. JMU students
only. Stop by the Counseling &
Student Development Center,
Vamer House for an application.

Raymond I
owner/agent
for al your real estate needs

4335987
IS. Main St

Cinnamon Bear Bakery & Dell
needs experienced dell/sales
help. Willing to work around
schedules. Discount meals. Food
Court in Valley Mad. Ask for Susan.
Waltstaff Wanted - CMshotm's.
Apply within 3190 South Main.
Harrisonburg. 434-2367.

•, upright, for decent
acoustic guKar. Tom5640225.
Trek 930, BUM, Woman's Bike.
Exo9»BnlconrJtJort$175. 4336110.

Amy's Vaney Mai now hiring day
and night shift. Great location,
great crew, employee discount,
flexible hours, open 10-9. Apply
within.

SALES $1,500 / WEEK
If you can give away our Electronic
Check service to retailers, you can
make $1,500 per week.
PAID WEEKLY.
CALL TODAY
BANCTF** ' .C.

1600-*

J169

Exotic Dancers Wanted. Earn
while you learn. Call Cadillac
Ranch. 1-304-249-5068. Rt 21,
Sugar Grove, WV.
Excellent
income.
Harrisonburg company Is seeking
2-3 part-time employees to call
businesses around the country
Monday through Friday. Job
requires excellent communication
skills. The position Involves
prospecting to new customers and
sending out training materials for
preview purposes. There is no
selling in this position. 15-20
hours a week. Flexible schedule
around classes. We are downtown
in walking distance from JMU.
$6.50 per hour. Apply weekdays
in person at 122 S. Main Street.
Suite 208.
Gymnastics Instructors Wanted
Hamsorfjug Parks A Recreation is
looking for i>structors for al levels of
gymnastics. Classes meet Mondays &
Wednesdays from 2 pm - 7p.m.
and Saturdays from 9 am - noon.
Cat 4330168 for more Hormatton.
Painter For Exterior Work.
Experience required. Your hours.
x3068.
Radio Announcers / Board
Operators Wanted.
Part-time, mainly weekends, some
weekday hours possible. Apply to
Frank Wilt. WSVA-WOPO Radio.
PO Box 752. Harrisonburg, Va
22801. Verstandlg Broadcasting.

E.O.E.
Chlldcare For Faculty Children
Transportation required. x3068.
Student Rap - AT&T Authorized
Agent needs 20 students now! No
exp. will train. $100 300/week.
PT/FT (800)592-2121 xl33.

Klneslology/Health Science
Majors/Graduate Students Here's your job! Women's Fitness
Center is seeking a dynamic selfstarter for a part-time position
available immediately. Ideal
candidate will have completed
relevant fitness course work and
have some health club experience
(yes, UREC counts!) Some early
a.m.'s. evenings and weekends
required. Call 434-9692 today!

Child Care Providers
Needed
Area families are looking for funloving, creative students who will
enjoy providing afternoon /
evening/weekend child-care. If
you are 18 or over and would like
extra income, register at no cost
with ChHdCare Connection.
Rocklngham Memorial Hospital's
child care referral service. We'll
connect you with families needing
child care. Call ChikJCare
Connection now at 433-4531 or
stop by our office on Chesapeake
Avenue, off Grace Street next to
Valley Heritage, Monday through
Thursday, 9a.m. - 4p.m. If you.
were registered with us previously.
please update your listing.
Nosd A Professional JOB ON
CAMPUS? Offering public relations
and marketing experience. See
Madison Connection ad in this
Issue! x3440.
Part - time production positions
available.
Wampler Foods Hlnton. Call 867-4023.
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS Sell
Kodak Spring Break '99 trips.
Highest commission - lowest
prices. No cost to you! Travel free
including food, drink A non-stop
parties!! Work) Class Vacations 1998 Student Travel Planners
"Top Producer- 1-800-222-4432.
Child-Care Providers Naeded.
Subs, assistants and part-time
positions available. Openings
Immediately. 1 year experience
needed. Cal Kim or Kara 8792010.

<

»^1

HELP WANTED
20 to 35 hours per week
In office of focal business.
Must have good computer,
telephone and business skills.
Inside and outside work In
pleasant atmosphere.

\ i. b>.
D '. i i

i.:

,-KV I •

i t

NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing
business opportunities A workat-home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau
Inc., at 1-800-533-5501.

Phono 433-1234

WANTED
Part-time sales person wanted to
sell women's clothing. Apply
Alfred Ney's, 600 University Blvd.
Phone 434-5323.
Handyperson to do odd Jobs on
your schedule. x3068.

Instructors for children's Learn to
Swim Program at UREC Center.
WSI preferred!
Applications may bo picked up at
the UREC Center and returned by
Sept. 4 to Bob dough. Graduate
Asst for Aquatics and Safety.
For more Information, please call

Students to work on horse farm in
exchange for lessons & riding
privileges. 30 min. from JMU.
Opportunity to show and fox hunt.
Very flexible.
828-3223 for
information.

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break '99 Sen Trips.
earn cash & go free!! STS is now
hiring campus reps. Lowest rates
to Jamaica. Mexico & Florida. Calf*
160064&4849 or apply online at
www. ststravel com

5684724.
Supervlsor/taxI driver for boys
ages 10/12, Mon.- Fri., 3:30-5:30.
Must
have
reliable
car.
References required. Call 4339440 after 5:30 p.m.
Instructors wanted for Saturday
gymnastics program. Please call
433-3427 or the Gymnastic Office
at 568-3684.

PERSONALS
SKYDIVEI Come see what
hundreds of JMU students have done at
Skydive Orange! One day first jump.
www.skydiveoiange.com or call
(540)942-3871 & ask about JMU
Student discounts!

Subscriptions to
The Breeze
are available!

Help Wanted:
Responsible,
experienced babysitter for parttime work. 833-5128.
Dairy Queen heip wanted. Flexible
hours. Apply within Valley Mall.

SERVICES

For only $30 for third
class mail, or $75 for first
class mail, you can
receive a full year of
The Breeze*.

First Christian Church
25 Maryland Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Please send your name,
address & money to:
The Breeze

BIBLE STUDY 9:30 a.m.
MORNING WORSHIP 10:30 a.m.

MSC 6805, Anthony Seeget Hag
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Accept our Invitation to drscover
the difference.

The Breeze will not publish on Monday, Sept* 7<
We will publish on Tueday, Sept 8 instead*

Look for our annual Football Supplement/

Thursday Sept 10* Check out the teams, the players,
the predictions, and the matchups!

Don't Miss It!
1
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Great Deals

CALL
OS!

Open Late
Dipping Sauce
fust ask

PortRd
22 Tern Drive

JMU/S.Main
3 Miller Circle

433-3HI

433-2300

Choose from Hand Tossed, Deep Dish, or Thin Crust!
Offer not to be combined w/ other specials. No coupon necessary.

After 10 p.m. deal 16 CHEESYBREAD
Grab 2 Large
w/ Dipping Sauce!
Cheese Pizzas for
*

$n

No! valid wilh any other offer. No coupon necessary.

*

Nut valid with

Medium 1 Topping Pizza

$5"
Not valid with any other offer. No coupon necessary.

